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The Cover: Image of a time-resolved neutron sig-
nal and related timing pulses recorded with an LLNL
optical streak camera. Clearly visible detector pixels in
this magnified image and a low-level signal accent the
statistical variation in the background region to create an
interesting mosaic pattern. The encoded neutron signal
shows an abrupt edge corresponding to the instant in
which neutrons first reach the detector (time goes from
right to left). Neutron signals like this are used to deter-
mine reaction rates with ~30 ps resolution for ICF targets.
Evenly spaced pulses 500 ps apart (across top of image)
are used to precisely time the neutron signal relative to
the laser power irradiating a target. For details, see the
article “Fusion Reaction-Rate Measurements—Nova and
NIF,” beginning on page 115.
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FOREWORD
This issue of the ICF Quarterly presents a diverse set of articles ranging from interpreta-

tion of current Nova experiments to weapons effect testing on the proposed National
Ignition Facility (NIF), to medical uses of lasers, and to inertial fusion energy (IFE) drivers.

The lead article, “Ion-Beam Propagation in a Low-Density Reactor Chamber for
Heavy-Ion Inertial Fusion” (p. 89), explores the ability of heavy-ion beams to be ade-
quately transported and focused in an IFE reactor.  Such beams are a leading candidate
for reactors because of their high efficiency, repetition rate, and lifetime.  The vapor
pressure of the molten chamber wall has the potential to prevent adequate beam focus-
ing because of beam stripping, but the authors show that partial beam neutralization by
several candidate techniques can overcome that problem.  Neutralization also provides
the possibility of using lower-cost, lighter-ion beams such as Cs+.

The next article, “Efficient Production and Applications of 2- to 10-KeV X Rays by
Laser-Heated Underdense Radiators” (p. 96), explores the ability of the NIF to produce
sufficient high-energy x rays for diagnostic backlighting, target preheating, or uniform
irradiation of large test objects for Nuclear Weapons Effects Testing.  The latter applica-
tion illustrates the increasing emphasis of the NIF for nonignition experiments.  By
appropriate high-power illumination of low-density, high-Z materials, a considerable
fraction of the laser energy can be converted into KeV x rays.  For example, focusing six
of the 10-TW 4-beamlet clusters on the NIF into a Xe-filled hohlraum would convert
30% of the laser energy into x rays with energies greater than 4 KeV and 48% into ener-
gies greater than 1 KeV.

For capsule implosion experiments, the increasing energies and distances involved
in the NIF compared to Nova require the development of new diagnostics methods.
The article “Fusion Reaction-Rate Measurements—Nova and NIF” (p. 115) first reviews
the use of time-resolved neutron measurements on Nova to monitor fusion burn histo-
ries and then explores the limitations of that technique, principally Doppler broadening,
for the proposed NIF.  It also explores the use of gamma rays to follow burn history and
reports the first measurement of ICF fusion gamma rays on Nova, thereby providing a
proof-of-principle for using gamma rays for monitoring fusion burn histories on the NIF.

The articles “The Energetics of Gas-Filled Hohlraums” (p. 110) and “Measurements of
Laser-Speckle-Induced Perturbations in Laser-Driven Foils” (p. 123) report measurements
on Nova of two important aspects of implosion experiments.  The first characterizes the
amount of energy lost from a hohlraum by stimulated Brillioun and Raman scattering
as a function of gas fill and laser-beam uniformity.  Some amount of hohlraum gas fill is
anticipated for indirectly driven implosions on the NIF in order to minimize x-ray drive
asymmetry due to ablation of the hohlraum wall.  Although energy losses by scattering
up to 25% were observed for unsmoothed beams, scattering loss was reduced to about
5% for a single smoothed beam and a gas fill producing a plasma with 0.04 of its critical
density.  The second of these articles shows that the growth of density nonuniformities
implanted on smooth capsule surfaces by laser speckle can be correlated with the
effects of physical surface roughness.  This work helps define the laser beam smooth-
ness required for directly driven implosions. 

The article “Laser–Tissue Interaction Modeling with the LATIS Computer Program”
(p. 103), explores the use of modeling to enhance the effectiveness—maximize desired
effects and minimize collateral damage—of lasers for medical purposes.  The program
LATIS, a two-dimensional, time-dependent simulation tool recently developed using
the experience of LASNEX, is used to predict heat deposition and the resultant thermal,
material, and hydrodynamic responses from lasers interacting with tissue.  When fully
developed and validated, LATIS can be used to optimize medical procedures such as
photothermal therapy, tissue welding, hard-tissue ablation, and thrombolysis.

Alan Burnham
Scientific Editor
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Introduction
Heavy-ion fusion (HIF) is an attractive candidate for

inertial fusion energy (IFE) production.  In HIF, beams
of heavy ions (mass ~100 to 200 amu) are accelerated
and focused on an indirectly driven inertial confine-
ment fusion (ICF) target.  At the target, the ion energy
is converted in a hohlraum into x rays, which implode
the capsule.  Accelerator drivers have the long lifetime
(~30 years), high repetition rate (~5 Hz), and high
efficiency (~30%) needed for commercial energy pro-
duction.  In addition, final focusing is accomplished via
magnetic fields, which are not damaged by the blast.

The accelerator requirements are set by the target. In
order to get efficient coupling of ion energy into x rays,
the amount of radiator material in the target (Fig. 1)
that needs to be heated must be kept reasonably small.
Because the ions must be stopped in the target, the ion
range (equal to the stopping distance times the material
density) is related to the amount of material necessary.
In order to keep the target mass reasonably small, an
ion range ²0.1 g/cm2 is used.  For ions of mass 100 to
200 amu, this corresponds to an ion energy of 3 to 10 GeV.
To get the required beam power on target (5 to 10 MJ
in 10 ns = 0.5–1.0 × 1015 W), the beam current must be
greater than 50 kA.  This current is broken into several
beams to keep the space-charge forces manageable.  In

most conventional ion accelerators, space-charge plays
only a small role; in a HIF accelerator, space-charge is
very important.

The gain of a heavy-ion target generally increases as
the size of the beam focal spot decreases.  In order to
get a small spot (radius ~2 to 5 mm), the beam emit-
tance must be kept small.  The beam emittance (a term
used in accelerator physics) is proportional to the
phase space area occupied by the beam and is related
to the beam temperature.  Keeping the emittance small
throughout the accelerator in the presence of nonlinear
fields (resulting from imperfect accelerator elements,
misalignments, fringe fields, etc.) while preforming the
necessary beam manipulations (beam bending, beam
combining, etc.) is a challenge.  Recent Quarterly arti-
cles by W. M. Sharp1 and A. Friedman2 discuss issues
and progress towards understanding the accelerator
needed for a HIF power plant.

Once the beams leave the accelerator, they must be
focused and transported through the reactor chamber
to the target.  Transporting the heavy-ion beams from
the accelerator to the target is extremely important for
a successful HIF reactor.  Chamber transport (along
with the target) sets the requirements on the accelera-
tor driver.3 As a result, improvements in chamber
transport and final focus can significantly reduce the
cost of electricity.  Relaxing the requirements on the
accelerator reduces the cost of the driver, which
directly impacts the cost of electricity; reducing the
beam spot size at the target allows a larger target gain,
which also reduces the cost of electricity.  Improvements
in beam transport and final focusing can be exploited
in optimizing the end-to-end HIF system.

The main-line approach to chamber transport is
low-density, ballistic or nearly ballistic transport.  The
HYLIFE-II reactor4 uses a low-density chamber with a
pressure of a few millitorr.  Even at the low density of
the HYLIFE-II chamber (5 × 1013 cm–3 Å 0.003 torr),
partial beam-charge neutralization is needed to overcome

ION-BEAM PROPAGATION IN A LOW-DENSITY REACTOR
CHAMBER FOR HEAVY-ION INERTIAL FUSION

D. A. Callahan

A. B. Langdon

FIGURE 1. Schematic IFE heavy-ion indirect-drive target with end
radiators. (40-00-1096-2401pb01)
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the effects of beam stripping.  In this case, beam strip-
ping refers to collisional ionization of the beam ions to
a higher charge state by the background gas.  Beam
stripping and neutralization have been recognized as
important issues in chamber transport for many years.4, 5

Low-density transport is the most conservative option,
but puts strict requirements on the beam quality out of
the accelerator.  

In this article, we first discuss different effects that
impact the beam spot size at the target. We then show
that ballistic transport in a near vacuum is possible, but
puts undesirable constraints on the reactor chamber design.
We then discuss simulations of partially neutralized beam
transport in a low-density chamber. Finally, we discuss cal-
culations of multiple beam effects in the chamber. Partial
neutralization allows chamber operation at higher
pressures, and the use of ions with higher charge-to-
mass ratio which are easier to accelerate. Both increases
in flexibility allow for lower reactor cost. 

Total Beam Spot Size at the Target
In this section we describe the different effects that

lead to the final beam spot size at the target.  The beam
spot size is increased by the beam’s space charge and
emittance, chromatic aberrations in the final focusing sys-
tem, and errors in aiming the beams at the target.  These
sources are roughly independent and add in quadrature,6

(1)

where rtarget is the final spot radius at the target, and
rs, rc, and ra are the spot radius due to space charge and
emittance, chromatic aberrations, and aiming, respectively.
The simulation results presented in the sections below
do not include chromatic aberrations or aiming errors;
Eq. (1) is used to estimate the total spot radius.  The
spot radius necessary for a high gain (³40) ranges from
2 to 6 mm depending on the details of the target design.

In the HYLIFE-II reactor concept, the targets are
injected into the chamber at a rate of six per second
using a gas gun.  Petzoldt7 estimates that the spot
radius due to errors in aiming the beams at the target
is 0.4 mm.  This estimate takes into account transla-
tional positioning errors and rotations of the target. 

Chromatic aberrations occur in the final focusing
system because particles with different longitudinal
momenta are focused at different distances.  This causes
a radial spread in the particles at target, which is pro-
portional to δp/p, the longitudinal momentum spread
divided by the longitudinal momentum.  For a focusing
system of four thin lenses, single-particle calculations
(neglecting space charge) show that rc = 8Fθδp/p, where F
is the focal distance, and θ is the half convergence

angle of the beam.  Including space charge reduces the
chromatic aberrations by about a factor of 3/4, so 

(2)

Generally F is set by the reactor geometry and has a
value of ~5 m.  The convergence angle θ is generally
limited to ~15 mrad to avoid geometric aberrations in
the final focusing magnets.  It is possible to use larger
angles and correct the geometric aberrations using an
octupole correction.8 A larger convergence angle results
in a larger aperture for the final focusing magnets, how-
ever, which increases the cost of those magnets.  For the
purposes of these calculations, we will keep θ Å 15 mrad.

Limiting the spot radius from chromatic aberrations to
1 to 1.5 mm sets a limit on the allowable momentum
spread in the final focusing system.  Using F = 5 m and
θ = 15 mrad, we find δp/p ² 2.2 – 3.3 × 10–3 in the final
focusing system.  In the conventional HIF driver scenario,
the beam is drift compressed by a factor of 10 or more
between the end of the accelerator and the final focusing
system.  This is accomplished by giving the beam a veloc-
ity “tilt” so that the beam tail is moving faster than the
beam head.  After the tilt is applied, the beam is allowed
to drift and it compresses as the tail catches up with the
head.  This drift compression increases the longitudinal
momentum spread, and, as a result, δp/p ² 2.2 – 3.3 × 10–4

at the end of the accelerator if the beam is to be drift-com-
pressed by a factor of 10 prior to focusing.

If ra = 0.4 mm, and rc = 1.5 mm, then 2.57 mm are
left for space charge and emittance (rs) in a total spot
(rtarget) of 3 mm.  An optimization needs be done to
weigh the relative costs of each of the spot size contri-
butions.  We need to assess the cost of increasing δp/p
at the expense of beam emittance, for example.

The beam-spot radius from space charge and emit-
tance can be estimated using the envelope equation 

(3)

where each ′ indicates a derivative with respect to z, K
is the perveance (which is a measure of the beam’s
space charge), ε is the unnormalized emittance, and a
is the beam edge radius.  Multiplying by a′ and inte-
grating gives 

(4)

where 0 and f denote the initial and final values.  At
the beam waist af = rs and     = 0.  At the entrance, 
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= θ and a0 Å Fθ.  Using these substitutions and
assuming a0 » rs, Eq. (4) becomes 

(5)

In the absence of space charge (i.e., a perfectly neutral-
ized beam), K = 0 and the spot radius due to emittance re
is given by

(6)

If re = 1 mm and θ = 15 mrad, then transverse beam
emittance is restricted to ε ² 15 mm-mrad.

Using Eq. (5), we can estimate the maximum beam
perveance allowed for a given rs.  Using θ = 15 mrad,
a0 = 7.5 cm, rs = 2.5 mm, and ε = 15 mm-mrad, Eq. (5)
gives a maximum perveance of K = 2.8 × 10–5.  The per-
veance is related to the beam current by 

(7)

where Z is the ion charge state, β is the beam velocity
over the speed of light, γ is the Lorentz factor, Ib is
the beam current, A is the ion mass in amu, and
I0 = mamu c3/e = 31 MA.  For K = 2.8 × 10–5, this leads
to a maximum current per beam of 2.3 kA for a
mass-200 ion and 1.6 kA for a mass-135 ion, both at
βγ = 0.3.  Neutralization is needed if the current per
beam is larger than these values.

Ballistic Transport in a Near
Vacuum

Using the equations introduced in the previous sec-
tion, we can show that a beam of 10-GeV, singly charged,
heavy (~200-amu) ions can be ballistically transported
with a reasonable spot size provided the chamber den-
sity is low enough to avoid beam stripping. The target
requires a main pulse with 4 MJ of energy in 10 ns (an
additional 1 MJ is carried by a low-power prepulse).
The total current necessary in the main pulse is 
4 MJ/(10 GeV × 10 ns) = 40 kA.  Without neutralization,
the maximum current per beam found in the previous
section was 2.3 kA, so 17 beams are needed for the main
pulse.  This provides a reasonable, conservative scenario
for transporting the beam to the target.

Beam stripping is an issue, however.  Estimates of
the cross section9–11 for stripping the beam ions by
the background gas in HYLIFE-II (BeF2 from the

molten LiF-BeF2 chamber wall) range from 1.3 to 
4.0 × 10–16 cm2.  Stripping only about 1% of the beam
ions requires a chamber density Å1011 cm–3.  This
density is two orders of magnitude below the cham-
ber density in the HYLIFE-II reactor (Å5 × 1013 cm–3).
Since a HIF reactor has a repetition rate of about 5 Hz,
it is difficult to achieve densities lower than used in
HYLIFE-II after each shot.  Thus, purely ballistic
transport puts an undesirable restriction on the
chamber density.

Low-Density, Nearly Ballistic
Transport

One option for improving the beam focus at the
density of HYLIFE-II is to partially charge neutralize
the beam. At the density of the HYLIFE-II chamber, the
stripping mean-free-path is 0.5 to 1.5 m.  In the
HYLIFE-II design, the chamber radius from “first
wall” to the target is 3 m (from target to the center of
the last focusing magnets is about 5 m, as used in the
“Total Beam Spot Size at the Target” section).  Therefore,
the beam will strip 2 to 6 times during chamber trans-
port.  Simulations with the BICrz code12–15 show that
most of the stripped electrons tend to stay with the beam.
However, in the higher charge state, the ions respond
more strongly to the electric fields and the spot size
increases.  Simulations with a stripping mean-free-path
of 1.2 m in a 3-m chamber show an increase in the beam
spot radius from 2.6 mm (vacuum transport) to 8 mm.
This is an unacceptably large spot, and partial beam
neutralization must be used to offset this increase.

While beam stripping makes chamber propaga-
tion more difficult, ionization of the background gas
by the beam ions can partially neutralize the beam
and aid transport.  Cross sections for collisional ion-
ization of BeF2 by the beam have a larger uncertainty
than stripping cross sections because calculating
molecular cross sections is more difficult than
calculating atomic cross sections.  Estimates of the
mean-free-path for ionizing the background gas
range from 0.7 to 25 m.  For BeF2, the ratio of strip-
ping to gas ionization cross sections is not favorable
(i.e., more stripping than gas ionization).  Other
chamber gases, such as Li, may have a more favor-
able cross section ratio.16

Simulations show that including a stripping
mean-free-path of 1.2 m and a gas ionization mean-
free-path of 3.0 m reduced the spot radius from 8 to
5.4 mm.  Neutralization by gas ionization occurs
“for free” since we do not have to add anything to
the reactor for it to occur; however, gas ionization
neutralizes the beam slowly, so radial velocities
develop before neutralization occurs.  The solid
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curve in Fig. 2 shows the neutralization fraction as a
function of distance from the chamber wall for a simu-
lation without beam stripping.  The beam is more than
70% neutralized, but it takes about 2.5 m of propaga-
tion distance to reach this level of neutralization.  To
get a smaller spot, additional neutralization is needed.  

electrons are accelerated longitudinally by the z electric
field of the beam and oscillate back and forth across
the beam in both the radial and longitudinal direction.
The details of the acceleration and deceleration of the
electrons in the longitudinal direction will depend on
the shape of the beam.  These simulations used a
beam with a current profile that was parabolic in z.

Because the BICrz code is axisymmetric, particles
cannot gain or lose angular momentum.  The only angu-
lar momentum a particle has is the momentum it is 
created with.  For the plasma annulus, we used an ini-
tial isotropic temperature of 100 eV.  The particles can
heat in r and z, but not in θ.  As a result, a temperature
anisotropy develops, which causes an excess of elec-
trons near the axis.  This causes the radial fields to
become nonlinear.  Figure 3 shows the radial velocity

FIGURE 3. The radial velocity deflection of particles near the axial
center of the beam as a function of radius shows the electric field is
linear when no electrons are present. (50-00-0696-1363pb01)
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FIGURE 2. Neutralization fraction as a function of distance from the
chamber entrance for neutralization using collisional ionization of
the background gas (black curve) and neutralization using a preformed
plasma annulus in the chamber (gray curve). (50-00-0696-1362pb01)
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Neutralization Using a Preformed
Plasma Annulus

Neutralizing an ion beam is more difficult than neu-
tralizing an electron beam.  When an electron beam
passes through a plasma, the plasma electrons are
moved out of the beam path, and the beam is neutral-
ized by the immobile ions.  For an ion beam, however,
electrons must be pulled in from outside the beam path
in order to reduce the net charge.

One method for neutralizing the beam quickly is to
create a preformed plasma in the chamber before the
beam enters.  Simulations used a small (0.3-m = 40%
of the beam length) annulus of plasma just inside the
chamber entrance.  A 4-kA beam of Pb+ ions entered
the chamber through the annulus.  The annulus had a
total electron charge of four times the beam charge.

As the beam entered the chamber, electrons were
pulled from the inner surface of the annulus by the
large radial electric field of the beam (Er = 16 MV/m at
the beam edge for a 4-kA beam of radius 5 cm).  The

deflection of particles near the center of the beam as a
function of radius when no electrons are present.  As
expected, the field is linear.  Figure 4 shows the same
plot when the beam has passed through a plasma annu-
lus (but with no beam stripping).  The field is greatly
reduced from the previous case, but the nonlinearity is
also apparent.  Because of the abundance of electrons
near the axis, the field is negative at small radii.  We can
compensate for linear fields by increasing the focusing
angle at the final optic.  We cannot compensate for the
nonlinear fields in this way; as a result the nonlinear
fields can make it more difficult to focus the beam.
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The charge neutralization fraction can be estimated
using the Child–Langmuir space-charge-limited current
from the inner surface of the annulus.  For the 0.5-cm
gap between the beam radius and the inner edge of the
annulus used in this simulation, this estimate yields a
neutralization fraction of 90%.  Simulations are in
agreement with this estimate, and the gray curve in
Fig. 2 shows that the beam is quickly neutralized to
slightly more than 90% while inside the annulus.  As
expected, neutralization reduces the beam spot size at
the target.  In a simulation with a stripping mean-free-
path of 1.2 m and a plasma annulus, the final spot was
3.5 mm.  This is a significant decrease over the 8-mm
spot found without neutralization, but is not as good
as the pure vacuum transport result of 2.6 mm.

The gray curve in Fig. 2 shows that while the beam is
well neutralized near the chamber entrance, it does not
remain well neutralized.  The electrons pulled in from
the plasma annulus are hot (vth Å 0.3c).  As the beam
compresses, the electrons do not compress as readily
as the beam, and the neutralization fraction falls off as
the beam approaches the target.  The fact that these
electrons are hot and as a result do not neutralize well
near the target was seen in earlier studies.17,18

Electrons created by collisional ionization of the back-
ground gas are cooler than those pulled in from the
plasma annulus, and we expect the smallest spot when
both collisional ionization and a plasma annulus are
included.  Simulations confirm this, and the spot is
reduced from 3.5 to 3.0 mm when a gas ionization
mean-free-path of 3 m is added to the simulation.

Neutralization Using a Plasma Column
In the case of the plasma annulus, neutralization

was quite good (>90%) inside the annulus, but the
neutralizing electrons did not compress with the
beam. As a result, neutralization got worse as the
beam got closer to the target.  One method to remedy
this problem is to put the plasma throughout the entire
chamber so the beam can continually pull in new elec-
trons as it compresses.

The plasma density required in the plasma column is
not large.  Simulations show that ionizing just 0.44% of the
background gas (ne = 2.5 × 1011 cm–3) in a cylinder of
radius                        is enough to eliminate the effects of
beam stripping when the stripping mean-free-path is 
1.2 m.  In this case, the electron density was six times the
initial beam density.  As the beam compressed, the beam
density became much larger than the electron density.

One method for reducing the cost of the driver is to
use a lighter, lower-energy ion such as 5.3-GeV Cs+.
The cost of using the lighter, lower-energy ion is that
more current is necessary to deliver the same energy to
the target.  For 5.3-GeV Cs+, 75 kA of current is needed
to provide 4 MJ of energy in the 10-ns main pulse.  We
found in the second section that the maximum current
we can transport in the chamber for a mass-135 ion
without neutralization is 1.6 kA per beam.  This means
we would need more than 45 unneutralized Cs beams.
With about 80% neutralization, we can transport the 
75 kA of Cs in 10 beams.  

In the simulation, the low-density plasma column
neutralized the Cs beam quite well.  A simulation 
with a 7.5-kA beam of 5.3-GeV Cs+ ions (without 
beam stripping) and a low-density plasma column 
(ne = 2.3 × 1011 cm–3) produced a spot of 1.2 mm.  This
simulation used a smaller emittance (15 mm-mrad) than
was used in some of the previous cases (33 mm-mrad).
For these parameters , the unneutralized beam spot
radius was 9 mm and the perfectly neutralized spot
radius (from emittance only) was 0.9 mm.  Figure 5 shows

2rbeam,initial

FIGURE 5. A particle-in-cell simulation shows that a 7.5-kA beam of
5.3-GeV Cs+ ions is well neutralized by a low-density plasma column.
The gray curve shows the envelope solution with no neutralization
while the solid curve shows the envelope solution with perfect neu-
tralization. (50-00-0696-1365pb01)
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the simulation particles at three times plus the enve-
lope solution for the unneutralized beam (gray curve)
and the fully neutralized beam (black curve).  The par-
ticles follow the fully neutralized envelope solution
quite well indicating a high degree of neutralization.

Adding a beam stripping mean-free-path of 3.2 m to
the Cs beam simulation produced a spot of 2 mm.  This
mean-free-path would correspond to a decrease of
about a factor of two in the chamber density from the
standard HYLIFE-II case.

Producing the plasma column in the HYLIFE-II
chamber still needs to be addressed.  Some methods
under consideration are using an electrical discharge
or a laser to ionize some of the chamber vapor and
using a plasma gun to create the plasma and inject it in
the chamber.  Any equipment used to create the plasma
(lenses, insulators, etc.) must be protected from the
blast.  This work is in progress.

Interactions Between
Neighboring Beams

Most indirect-drive, HIF target designs have two
radiation converters (one located at either end of the
hohlraum).  However, many beams (i.e., more than
two) are necessary to reduce the space-charge forces.
This means that half the beams will be aimed at each
radiation converter, and these beams will be fairly
close to one another in the chamber (see Fig. 6).  As a
result, each beam will be affected by the fields from
neighboring beams, which can result in an increase in
the beam spot size.

If the fields due to the neighboring beams were con-
stant along the beam length, we could compensate for
them by increasing the focusing angle slightly.  The
fields are not constant, however, and vary along the
pulse because of variations in the beam current as a
function of z and the finite length of the beams.  These
two effects cause the field at the ends of the beam to be
smaller than the field at the beam center.  Since we can-
not adjust the focusing angle on the time scale of the
beam pulse duration (10 ns for the main pulse), the
beam ends will be overfocused if the beam center 
is focused.

Hofmann, Hasse, and Reiser studied this problem
for a cone of beams produced by an RF Linac with
storage rings.19 In the RF Linac approach to HIF, beam
compression is done by a phase rotation and results in
a beam with a roughly Gaussian current profile.  The
variation in current along with the finite length of the
beams causes a large variation in the electric field between
the beam center and the beam ends.  Hofmann et al.
found that the increase in spot size due to the neigh-
boring beams was tolerable for a charge state +1 beam,
but scaled as the charge state squared, so that it was
not acceptable for higher-charge-state ions.

This problem is less severe for beams produced
by an induction linac.  With careful longitudinal
beam control, the induction linac can produce a
nearly flat topped current pulse so that variations in
the electric field come almost exclusively from the
finite length of the beams.  Calculations show ²5%
beam loss for a “fan” of either six unneutralized, 
4-kA beams of 10-GeV Pb+ ions or six 70% neutral-
ized, 7.5-kA beams of 5.3-GeV Cs+ ions.20

Complete simulations of the neighboring beams
problem will require a fully three-dimensional, 
electromagnetic code.  Such a code is under develop-
ment by J.-L. Vay and C. Deutsch at University of
Paris-Orsay.21

Summary
Transporting the heavy-ion beam through the

reactor chamber to the target is a critical step in a
HIF power plant.  We have simulated low-density,
nearly ballistic transport in a chamber that is 
consistent with the HYLIFE-II reactor design.  Our
simulations show that even at the relatively low
densities of HYLIFE-II, beam stripping plays an
important role.  We have found that we can over-
come the effects of beam stripping by charge 
neutralizing the beam using a low-density plasma
column in the chamber.  

Charge-neutralized transport has also opened up
new accelerator regimes by allowing lower-mass,
lower-energy ions to be used.  Using lower-energy
ions should reduce the cost of the accelerator driver,
which in turn reduces the cost of electricity.  Using

FIGURE 6. One option for multiple beam transport in the HYLIFE-II
reactor is to place six beams in a “fan” aimed at one radiation con-
verter. (50-00-0696-1366pb01)
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lower energy ions requires a larger beam current to
deliver the same amount of energy to the target;
transporting this large current requires either a very
large number of beams or charge-neutralized trans-
port.  Our simulations showed that ionizing less
than 0.5% of the background gas in the HYLIFE-II
chamber is sufficient to transport a 7.5-kA beam of
Cs+ ions.

Experiments are needed to verify the results of the
simulations.  We believe that experiments to study
beam neutralization can be done using existing facili-
ties at LBNL or Sabre at Sandia National Laboratories.

Beam neutralization thus far has concentrated on
“passive” neutralization using plasmas in the chamber.
“Active” neutralization by co-injecting an electron beam
along with the ion beam is another possibility for beam
neutralization.  Further study in this area is needed.  
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Introduction
Within the next decade, very-high-power, high-

energy laser facilities may be constructed in Europe1,2

and the United States.3 Two-dimensional (2-D) numer-
ical simulations with the LASNEX code4 at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) indicate that
this next generation of lasers offers the prospect of
producing multi-keV x rays with unprecedented effi-
ciency: as much as 14% above 10 keV, 30% above 4 keV.
Such efficiencies, coupled with the intrinsically high
energy of these facilities, should allow us to produce
great quantities of multi-keV x rays—as much as sev-
eral hundred kilojoules. This, in turn, may allow us to
perform experiments and field diagnostics we could
never consider with current facilities. Applications of
high-energy, multi-keV sources with the proposed
National Ignition Facility (NIF) include volume pre-
heating of experimental targets; bright, multi-keV
backlighting; pumps for fluorescent imaging of cap-
sule dopants and Doppler velocimetry; and uniform
irradiation of large test objects for Nuclear Weapons
Effects Testing (NWET). 

Projections of Efficiency
Conventional slab targets irradiated by current lasers

produce multi-keV x rays with relatively low efficiency.
At photon energies >3 keV, the typical efficiency for
converting laser light into multi-keV x rays is less than
1%.5 Multi-keV efficiencies well in excess of those com-
monly obtained today are predicted to be achieved
with “underdense radiators,” a nontraditional source
of laser-generated x rays (so called because the density
of these targets is less than critical density of the laser
light). Figure 1 shows two examples of such sources.
Figure 1(a) is a column of gas (or foam) irradiated from
one end by a single 0.35-µm (blue) laser beam. In
simulations using 0.01 g/cm3 of Xe gas irradiated by a
2-ns flattop pulse at an intensity of 1015 W/cm2, we find

efficiencies into photons of energy >4 keV (L-shell Xe
and continuum) to be 19% with a 10-TW beam. Since a
cluster of four “beamlets” of the proposed National
Ignition Facility (NIF)3 will deliver 10 TW in the geom-
etry of Fig. 1(a), good efficiency may be achievable
with such gas-column sources. However, simulations
indicate that higher efficiencies and higher photon
energies with such a target will require more than 10 TW.
This would be incompatible with the 10-TW/beam
maximum of the NIF. Figure 1(b) shows a higher
power source compatible with the NIF. It is a low-Z
container, transparent to x rays of interest, filled with
an appropriate-Z, low-density gas or foam. Since it is
heated by more than one beam, it can be irradiated at
much more than 10 TW. In simulations where the can
is filled with Xe gas at 0.01 g/cm3, we find near-optimal
performance for containers 2 mm diameter and 1.6 mm
long with 1-mm-diam laser entrance holes. For 2-ns
pulses, simulated, >4-keV efficiencies range from 17%
at 20 TW to 30% at 60 TW. 

We have efficient 2-D designs of target type (b) at
photon energies up to ~10 keV. Table 1 summarizes our
LASNEX study. In all cases, the densities are 0.01 g/cm3,
and the rest of the laser energy appears as either ther-
mal emission (<1 to 2 keV) or plasma energy.

EFFICIENT PRODUCTION AND APPLICATIONS OF 2- TO 10-KEV
X RAYS BY LASER-HEATED “UNDERDENSE RADIATORS”

L. J. Suter M. S. Maxon

R. L. Kauffman J. F. Davis*

*Alme Associates, Alexandria, VA.

FIGURE 1. Two types of “underdense radiators.” (a) is a gas (or foam)
column irradiated from one end with a single, large-f-number beam.
(b) is a transparent container, filled with underdense gas or foam,
irradiated with several beams. NIF target type (a) can be irradiated
with, at most, 10 TW. Target type (b) can accept several beams, so it
can be irradiated with higher total power. (20-03-0696-1296pb01)

(a)

~1015 W/cm2

(b)

ρ = 0.01 g/cm3
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Figure 2 plots the highest source efficiencies in the
third column of Table 1 vs photon energy and com-
pares them with current disc backlighter efficiencies.5

The figure forcefully illustrates how much more effi-
cient underdense radiators, heated by powerful lasers,
can be compared to current backlighters.

the first component of high, multi-keV efficiency. It
shows theoretical estimates of Xe emission at electron
temperatures of 2 keV and at 5 keV. The Xe density is
0.01 g/cm3. This plot makes a widely known but
essential point: x-ray emission shifts to higher energy
as plasma is made hotter. Figure 4, which plots radia-
tion production/cm3 vs electron temperature, contains
the next step in the argument. This is from an optically
thin LASNEX simulation. The black line is total emission
vs Te. The gray line is the emission >4 keV (see Fig. 3).
This plot shows that the overall radiation production
does not change greatly with plasma temperature.
However, at higher temperatures almost all the emission
will be multi-keV (see Fig. 3). Figure 4 illustrates an
important point: a material that efficiently produces 
x rays in the softer, “thermal” region may also efficiently

TABLE 1. Summary of LASNEX study results.

Material Power (TW) Fraction of laser energy > hν (keV)

Kr 60 4% > 13; 30% > 2
Ge 60 14% > 10; 26% > 2
Ge 50 10% > 10; 26% > 2
Ge 30 7% > 10; 20% > 2
Cu 40 11% > 8.5; 26% > 2
Cu 30 10% > 8.5; 24% > 2

Dy 60 9% > 8; 24% > 2
Xe 60 30% > 4; 48% > 1
Xe 50 26% > 4; 48% > 1
Xe 30 22% > 4; 40% > 1
Xe 20 17% > 4; 37% > 1

FIGURE 2. The projected multi-keV efficiencies for sources like those
of Fig. 1(b) are much higher than current disc efficiencies. K-shell
refers to the Ge, Cu, and Kr sources of Table 1. L-shell refers to the
Dy and Xe sources. (20-03-0696-1301pb01)
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Physics of Efficient Production
Analysis of LASNEX simulations leads to a simple

understanding of such high efficiencies in the multi-
kilovolt regime and tells us why these are qualitatively
different from standard discs. In the following discus-
sion, we use Xe as an example, although the arguments
are valid for other materials as well. 

Good Multi-KeV Efficiency Is
Intrinsically Possible

First, we show how high, multi-keV efficiency is
possible with an underdense radiator. Figure 3 illustrates
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produce x rays in a much more energetic region if it is
made hotter. 

Figure 5 is the plot needed to reach a simple, quanti-
tative understanding of efficient multi-keV production.
It shows Xe L-shell radiation production vs electron
density for material at electron temperatures of 3, 4 and
5 keV. The Xe volume is that of a 1.4-mm-radius stan-
dard “gasbag”6 similar to ones we have shot on Nova
for studies of laser–plasma instabilities.7 Figure 5 shows
that at densities ~1 to 1.5 × 1021/cm, a 4- to 5-keV Xe-
filled gasbag would produce ~5 to 12 TW of L-shell
emission. Thus, if we can heat such a gasbag to these
temperatures with a 30-TW, 1-ns Nova pulse (30 kJ
energy), and if it remains together for ~1 ns, we might
expect to produce ~5 to 10 kJ of L-shell emission, or 16 to
33% multi-keV efficiency.

That we can both heat the bag and that it does not
disassemble too quickly follow from simple arguments.
If all the material in the gasbag is at constant tempera-
ture, then its thermal energy in kJ is approximately
2.75Te (in keV) × ne (in units of 1021/cm3). For the tem-
perature and density regimes of interest (4 to 5 keV, 
1 to 1.5 × 1021), this corresponds to 10 to 20 kJ. Moreover,
the sound speed of Xe gas at 4 keV is ~6 × 107 cm/s, so
the rarefaction takes more than 1 ns to propagate to the
center of the 1.4-mm-radius bag.

The Xe emission calculations just discussed were
made with a non–local-thermodynamic-equilibrium
average-atom model known as XSN.8 Better theoretical
estimates using a detailed configuration approximation
model9 give essentially the same result. Our estimates
above also assume the radiation can get out. Detailed
simulations with radiation transport of the lines indi-
cate that the radiation can escape.

Hydrodynamics for Good Efficiency
Above we reasoned that efficient multi-keV radia-

tion production is possible. It also indicates that the
achievement of good multi-keV efficiency requires a
hydrodynamic system that converts most of the laser
energy into hot plasma at sufficient density that it can
radiate a considerable fraction of the energy before it
disassembles. Underdense plasmas can provide such a
hydrodynamic system. Moreover, they do this better
than discs, which is the main reason underdense plas-
mas can be considerably more efficient multi-keV
sources than discs (see Fig. 2).

We can see the hydrodynamic differences by ana-
lyzing three simulated Xe gas-column sources of
different densities (0.01, 0.02 and 0.1 g/cm3) but
irradiated by the same laser. Figure 6 shows the total 
L-shell radiation escaping 1-D simulations of these gas
columns vs time. (1-D analogs of the 2-D gas column of
Fig. 1[a]. The 1-D efficiency is higher than 2-D efficiency

because there is no radial hydrodynamic disassembly.)
The gas column that started at 0.01 g/cm3 (~0.2nc
when fully ionized) has the highest efficiency. At the

FIGURE 4. Total emission per cm3 vs electron temperature and L-shell
emission (Xe at 0.01g/cm3). A material that is an efficient source of
thermal x rays can also be a good source of multi-keV x rays, if we
can make it hot enough. (20-03-0696-1303pb01)
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end of the 2-ns pulse, more than half of the incident 
48-TW laser power is escaping this column as L-shell
emission. The column that started at 0.02 g/cm3

behaves like the lower density one for ~1 ns, but then
its efficiency drops notably. The 0.1-g/cm3 gas column
has comparatively low efficiency the whole time. We
call it disc-like since its simulated L-shell radiation pro-
duction is the same as a frozen Xe slab’s (not shown).

Now we can pass on to the next level of understand-
ing. Figure 7 plots electron density and temperature, at
1 ns, vs length along the gas columns. The three 1-D
gas columns clearly have very different hydrodynamics.
In Fig. 7(a), in the 0.01-g/cm3 gas column, the heating
front moves nearly supersonically (also known as a
bleaching front). However, in the poorest-efficiency,
0.1-g/cm3 gas column, Fig. 7(b), the heating front
moves subsonically (also known as an ablative front).
Unlike the bleaching front, the ablative front drives a
shock of dense material ahead of itself. The 0.02-g/cm3

gas column is a transitional case; early in time it was
heating in an approximately supersonic manner.
However, residual hydrodynamics caused a density
bump ahead of the front to accumulate, finally causing
a transition, at ~1 ns, to completely ablative heating.
The transition from bleaching to ablative coincides
with the efficiency drops at 1 ns seen in Fig. 6. 

Further analysis shows that a bleaching front creates
far hotter plasma than an ablative front, hotter plasma
that is denser and therefore more efficient in producing
multi-keV x rays. In particular, we find the following:
• In producing a given mass of hot plasma, more energy

is lost to low-photon-energy radiation when the
heating occurs in a dense ablation front than when
the matter is heated in the uncompressed bleaching
front. The ablative front’s dense material, which is
being heated by conduction from the laser-deposition
region, has a very high radiation production rate.
However, since it is relatively cold, the emission is
not multi-keV. This emission is energy lost from the
system that cannot contribute to heating plasma and,
since it is low-photon energy, does not contribute to
multi-keV production. From the viewpoint of multi-
keV radiation production, it is a parasitic loss.

FIGURE 6. Time dependence of L-shell emission escaping 1-D LASNEX
simulations of Xe gas columns of different densities. The three columns
were all irradiated with 48 TW of blue laser light. (20-03-0696-1305pb01)
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• Because of the higher density, the material in the
ablation front rises to higher pressure. This ends up
as more kinetic energy per unit of mass heated.

• More kinetic energy causes the hot blowoff behind
an ablative heating front to be less dense than behind
a bleaching front; compare electron density profiles
of Fig. 7(a) and 7(b). Consequently, the blowoff
behind the bleaching front produces more coronal,
multi-keV x rays per unit mass because such emis-
sion scales approximately as (ne)2 (see Fig. 5). 

Experimental Validation of Modeling
Calculations similar to those above provided the

first indication that we might be able to very efficiently
produce multi-keV x rays with laser-heated underdense
sources.10 Following these initial findings, we per-
formed theoretical and experimental work to examine
the validity of these predictions. This involved testing
our ability to properly estimate the multi-keV efficien-
cies of published slab data,11–13 as well as efficiencies
from Xe-filled gasbags6 specifically shot at Nova to test
these predictions.14 Figure 8 compares simulated and
experimental absolute multi-keV efficiencies for all
these experiments. Except for two low-intensity
(1.4 × 1014 W/cm2) slab targets, there is general agree-
ment between the experiment and simulations. In 
particular, the >4 keV, L-shell production from our Xe
gasbag experiments14 agrees satisfactorily with the 2-D
LASNEX estimates. They are actually slightly higher
than the simulations. This favorable comparison seems
to lend credibility to the predictions discussed above. 

In addition to this comparison with experiment,
there is a fairly extensive and documented database
indicating that LASNEX reasonably models the electron
temperature in gasbags and gas-filled hohlraums.15

The capacity to properly estimate underdense plasma
electron temperatures is an essential component of
believable, multi-keV predictions. 

Applications of Efficient Multi-
KeV X-Ray Sources 

Below we discuss four applications of high-energy,
multi-keV sources with the NIF: 

1. Volume preheating of experimental targets.
2. Bright, multi-keV backlighting.
3. Pumping for fluorescent imaging of capsule

dopants and doppler velocimetry.
4. Uniform irradiation of large test objects for

NWET. 

Preheat Sources
Multi-keV x rays can be used to preheat experimen-

tal packages. The preheat temperature Te produced in
a package located distance d away from a multi-keV
source can be found by balancing x-ray deposition
with internal energy. Neglecting ionization energy, this
balance is approximately 

(1)

Here ηx is the multi-keV efficiency; EL is the laser
power; l is the scale length over which x-ray absorp-
tion occurs in the experimental package; ρ, Z, and A are
the density, atomic number, and weight of the experi-
ment we are preheating.  Using ηx = 30%, EL = 106 J,
d = 0.5 cm, ρ = 1 g/cm3, and (Z+1)/A = 0.33 gives 
Te = 2 eV-cm/l . Depending on l, it may be possible to
preheat large ρ = 1 samples to ~5 eV and thinner ones
up to several tens of eV, possibly approaching 100 eV.
NIF applications for preheat sources like this include
off-Hugoniot equation-of-state measurements and
low-temperature hydrodynamics.

Backlighter Sources
Sources like these could serve as the bright, high-

photon-energy, large-area backlighters needed for big-
ger targets. Consider, for example, the 60-TW Ge source
listed in Table 1 scaled up to 100 TW (14% > 10 keV).
Viewed from the end of the 2-mm-diam cylinder, the
>10-keV emission/cm2/sr will be 3.5 × 1013 W/cm2/sr.
This is equivalent to viewing a 10-keV hemi-isotropic
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disc source of 1% efficiency irradiated by 700 TW at an
intensity of ~2.2 × 1016 W/cm2.

Pumps for Fluorescence-Based
Diagnosis

Efficient multi-keV sources and high-power lasers
may allow us to field fluorescence-based diagnostics—a
qualitatively new way of studying hydrodynamics. The
principle is simple: a multi-keV source at distance d
pumps a dopant in a capsule. In imaging, the number of
photons collected from a resolution element r is given by

(2)

Here, PL is the laser power; Ex, the source’s average
photon energy; ηF, the dopant’s fluorescent efficiency;
and δΩ, ηdet, and δτ, the camera’s solid angle, efficiency,
and time resolution. Using r = 10 µm, PL = 60 TW, 
ηx = 10%, Ex = 10 keV, d = 0.5 cm, δτ = 100 ps, and
ηF = 0.2 (i.e., Cu-K at 8 keV has ηF = 0.2 in Ref. 16) gives

(3)

For a 10-µm pinhole at 1 cm and the dopant concen-
tration arranged so that 10 µm/l Å 0.01 to 0.1, we collect
40 to 400 photons from each 10-µm resolution element.
For a curved crystal/Rowland circle system, the number
of photons could be ~300 to 3000, at 1% crystal reflectivity. 

A compelling possibility is using doppler spectroscopy
of fluorescent lines to measure pusher velocity and,
possibly, show the evolution of turbulence (via line
broadening) at stagnation. Figure 9 indicates how the
fluorescent lines may be shifted when the pusher starts to

move, during final acceleration, and during stagnation. A
requirement for this will be an efficient spectrometer
which sees only diametrically opposed parts of a doped
capsule. Related to this, fluorescence might produce cut-
away pictures of capsule mix, perhaps similar to those
used to visualize mixing in 3-D simulations.  At a velocity
of 107 cm/s or more, narrowband Doppler imaging with
a camera of spectral resolving power 1500 or greater17,18

could image only one side of the imploding pusher.

Large Fluence-Area Products with
Good Uniformity

A requirement for NWET is that the flux over a test
object be uniform to ±10%. This allows us to describe
an NWET simulator by the fluence × area product that
it can produce with that uniformity. In general, the flu-
ence × area product in a given spectral region will be

(4)

The first term (ELη/4π) is the source output per
steradian in the spectral range of interest. It is deter-
mined by multi-keV source efficiency and total laser
energy. Tdebris-shield is the debris shield transmission. It
will be ~unity at 5 keV and higher, but may be signifi-
cantly <1 at lower energies. The last term δΩ10% is the
solid angle we can collect from each source and still
get ±10% uniformity. It is a strong function of geome-
try. If all the emission is concentrated at a single point,
as in typical pulse-power NWET simulators, we can
collect only 0.45 sr with ±10% uniformity. However, if
we produce x rays in a number of properly distributed
sources, the useful solid angle increases. With four dis-
tributed sources, we can collect up to 1.6 sr from each
source, and with 25 distributed sources, 4.5 sr. Thus,
with proper facility capabilities, it is possible for 1 J of
laser-produced multi-keV energy to be worth up to 10 J
produced by a more conventional NWET simulation
source. However, this improvement comes at a faciliti-
zation price. The sources need to be distributed over
an area comparable to the size of the test object. For
objects ~1 m across, this requires steering beams to
irradiate sources much as 50 cm from chamber center. 

On the NIF, the estimated fluence × area products
with four distributed sources and 100% debris-shield
transmission are as follows: 1 to 5 keV, 50,000 J-cm2; 
5 to 15 keV, 14,000 J-cm2. With 25 distributed sources: 
1 to 5 keV, 140,000 J-cm2; 5 to 15 keV, 40,000 J-cm2. This
prospect for simulation capacity has led to the forma-
tion of a joint U.S. Department of Defense–Department
of Energy working group (NIF Radiation Sources
Users Group19) that works with the NIF Project aiming
to optimize the NIF’s NWET capabilities.

FIGURE 9. Doppler spectroscopy of fluorescing dopants in a capsule
could measure pusher velocity and, possibly, show the evolution of
turbulence, via line broadening, at stagnation. Efficient multi-keV
sources could pump such fluorescence. (20-03-0696-1308pb01)
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Introduction
The development of new instruments and procedures

for use in laser medicine typically involves extensive
experimental and clinical studies.  Computational model-
ing of the laser–tissue interaction process can be used to
explore and reduce the experimental parameter space
(e.g., laser wavelength, pulse length and pulse energy),
and to gain a deeper understanding of specific laser-med-
ical processes.  In this way, modeling can lead to more
rapid development of new instruments and protocols
and to the genesis of new ideas.  In addition, modeling
will be useful in the future for patient-specific treatment
planning and for physician training.  Modeling will only
be useful, however, if it is closely linked to experiments; a
project to develop a specific instrument or protocol must
involve iteration between modeling and experiment, 
converging on a set of optimized design parameters.
Figure 1 shows a likely iterative process using LATIS, a

computer program we have recently developed at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory to treat a wide
range of laser–tissue interaction phenomena.

The therapeutic uses of lasers fall into three broad
classes, depending on the physical mechanism by which
the laser interacts with and alters the living tissue:
photothermal, photochemical, and photomechanical.
The physical processes involved in these three laser–
tissue interactions include laser light propagation,
thermal heat transport, thermal coagulation, and other
material changes; photochemistry; and hydrodynamic
motion, respectively.  An excellent introduction to
many aspects of these processes can be found in a
recently published textbook in which chapters have
been written by several of the experts in this field.1 In
this article, we present the structure and contents of
the LATIS program. We also present a brief discussion
of several applications, and a detailed discussion of
one application: the problem of laser-light dosimetry
with dynamic optical properties.

The LATIS Program
LATIS is a two-dimensional, time-dependent simula-

tion program.  It is based on the experience gained during
25 years of modeling high-intensity laser–matter interac-
tions for fusion research, particularly with the LASNEX
code.2 LATIS uses cylindrical geometry, with spatial posi-
tions described by radial and axial coordinates, r and z.
The spatial domain of a calculation is defined by a con-
nected mesh of line segments containing quadrilateral
zones.  Each line segment intersection is called a mesh
point.  Positions and velocities are defined at the mesh
points, while most material properties, such as tempera-
ture and density, are defined at the zone centers.  Physical
properties are modeled mathematically by analytic for-
mulas, table interpolations, and both ordinary and partial
differential equations.  Partial differential equations are
solved by finite-difference or finite-element methods.  In
addition, the Monte Carlo method is also used for laser
transport, as described below.  LATIS is written in

LASER–TISSUE INTERACTION MODELING WITH THE LATIS
COMPUTER PROGRAM

R. A. London M. E. Glinsky

D. S. Bailey G. B. Zimmerman

D. C. Eder

FIGURE 1. LATIS is used in an iterative method along with experi-
ments to design a laser-medicine system. The cycle eventually converges
on optimized experiment design parameters. (50-03-0796-1584pb01)
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FORTRAN and controlled by a computer-science back-
plane called Basis.3 Basis is an interpreter that allows the
user considerable flexibility in setting up problems,
adding user-defined functions without recompiling the
code, and mathematical and graphical post-processing.  

The physical processes considered by LATIS are
grouped into four categories, as illustrated in Fig. 2: laser
propagation, thermal response, material response, and
hydro response.  For most applications, laser propagation
is calculated in the radiation-transfer approximation,
although for certain situations, such as ultrashort laser
pulses, a wave treatment is needed.  Reference 1
describes the radiation transfer approximation in the
context of laser–tissue interaction and the associated
calculational methods.  

such as an air–tissue interface, Fresnel reflection and
refraction are calculated.  Scattering is calculated prob-
abilistically along a photon’s path, according to the
scattering coefficient, which may vary in space and
time.  An anisotropic angular phase function is used to
select the scattering angle.  We currently use the
Henyey–Greenstein phase function, which has been
found to be a good approximation to tissue scatter-
ing.4,5 Absorption is calculated analytically along each
photon path according to the absorption coefficient,
without destroying the photons.  Each photon is
assigned a weight, which decreases with absorption.
When the weight drops below a specified value, typi-
cally 1%, the photon is retired from the Monte Carlo
calculation.  The energy absorbed along the photon
path is tabulated in spatial zones, where it is added to
the material internal energy.  At the end of a time step,
a certain number of photons are still “alive” within the
spatial domain of the simulation, and a certain number
have been removed, either by leaving the domain or
by having dropped below the minimum weight.  At
the beginning of the next time step, new photons are
injected if the laser source is still turned on.  In order to
keep the total number constant at the user-specified
value, and to ensure the best statistics, an attempt is
made to make the ratio of the number of source pho-
tons to the source energy for that particular time step
equal to the ratio of the number of living photons to
their total energy.  If the number of photons that were
removed during the time step is not enough to create
the desired number of new photons to do this, we use
a technique called “combing.” Combing reduces the
number of photons in zones having two or more pho-
tons in a statistical but energy-conserving manner.

In addition to the Monte Carlo method, we have the
ablility to invoke the diffusion approximation for laser
transport, which is generally faster, but not as accurate
near the surface of the material and for complicated
geometries.  For ultrashort pulses, we are adapting a
wave equation solver to calculate the laser propagation
and absorption.6 This is necessary because the absorp-
tion occurs via an evanescent wave extending into a
high-density plasma, which cannot be described in the
radiation transfer approximation.  

Thermal Response
Absorption of the laser light primarily goes into raising

the tissue temperature according to its specific heat.
(For soft tissues this quantity is approximately that of
water.)  Heat is then carried away from the laser depo-
sition region by thermal conduction and other processes.
This is modeled with the well known “bio-heat” equa-
tion—essentially a diffusion equation with cooling and
heating terms due to blood perfusion and boundary
effects (see Refs. 7 and 8 for a basic discussion of the
bio-heat equation).  The effects of blood perfusion are

FIGURE 2. LATIS models laser–tissue interactions considering four
areas of coupled physical processes.  Features such as the hydro
response are being developed for future use in tissue ablation appli-
cations. (50-03-0796-1585pb01)
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Laser Propagation
To model the laser propagation portion of a simula-

tion, we mainly use the time-dependent Monte Carlo
method, in which light is represented by a finite num-
ber of “super photons”—typically 103 to 104.  Since a
typical problem involves on the order of 1 J of laser
energy, each super photon represents on the order of
1015 real photons.  (Henceforth we refer to the super
photons simply as photons.) The propagation of the
photons is treated in a probabilistic manner.  In LATIS,
laser photons are created along one or several line seg-
ments of the numerical mesh with specified spatial
energy distribution and angular distribution relative to
the segment normal.  A fixed number of photons is
introduced at the first time step of the simulation. The
photons are then tracked time-dependently through
the spatial domain of the calculation.  When they cross
material interfaces with unequal indices of refraction,
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important for relatively long pulses (>1 s), which are
used mainly for photothermal therapies.  Heat
exchanges between blood and tissue occurs most effec-
tively in the smallest vessels (the arterioles, venules, and
capillaries). In these vessels, the blood and tissue come
to the same temperature very rapidly.  (In larger vessels,
there is little heat transfer between the blood and the
tissue due to the rapid flow rate and lower surface-to-
volume ratio.)  Because the small vessels are generally
short (≈1 mm or less) compared to other scales of inter-
est, such as the laser spot size, the blood thermal effects
are assumed to be local.  By further assuming that the
blood coming into the arterioles has a temperature
equal to the body core temperature (37°C), we repre-
sent the blood–tissue exchange as local heating and
cooling rates that are linear in temperature and that
drive the tissue towards body temperature.  In the
models discussed below, we assume specific tempera-
ture and damage dependence to the blood perfusion,
representing increases due to vessel dilation at slightly
elevated temperatures and a decrease due to coagula-
tion at long exposures to high temperature.  

Material Response
The material response portion of the LATIS simula-

tion includes calculation of the equation of state (EOS)
that specifies the internal energy and pressure of a
material as functions of the density and temperature.
We usually use steady-state, equilibrium models;
however, time-dependent models can be incorporated.
It is important to accurately describe phase changes in
the EOS, such as the liquid–vapor change in water.  In
the primary implementation, the EOSs are generated
in the form of tables and placed in a simple library
format for easy access by LATIS.  The tables are pro-
duced by the Livermore EOS generator HQEOS,9,10

which is a global model including solid, liquid, vapor,
and plasma states over a wide range of temperatures
and densities.  Models for chemical processes, such as
protein denaturation and tissue coagulation, are
included.  We have also implemented an “Arrhenius”
model, which describes such chemical processes by a
single temperature-dependent rate equation.11

Henceforth these processes are generically called
damage.  The rate equation is integrated to give a
“damage integral”

1(a)

where the damage rate is 

1(b)

In these equations, kb, h, and R are the Boltzmann,
Planck, and gas constants, T is temperature, and ∆S

and ∆H are the entropy and enthalpy of the reaction.
This formula applies formally only to ideal first-order
reactions.  Although in reality the damage processes in
tissue are likely to be more complicated, we still use
Eq. (1) as a convenient fitting formula to experimental
data for such highly temperature-sensitive reactions.
The undamaged fraction of the tissue fu = exp(–Ω),
while the damaged fraction fd = 1 – fu.  The damage inte-
gral is used to alter both the blood perfusion and the
scattering coefficient.  Other chemical processes, such
as those responsible for tissue fusion in a welding 
procedure or photochemical processes during photody-
namic therapy can be modeled in a similar manner.
Another set of important material properties are the
strength and failure characteristics under mechanical
forces.  We currently use simple prescriptions, such as a
stress-strain relation, but more sophisticated time-
dependent models are under development.

Hydrodynamic Response
The fourth category of physical process considered

by LATIS is the hydrodynamic response of the tissue.
These effects include acoustic waves, elastic and plastic
deformations, and large motions such as cavitation
and ablation.  LATIS solves partial differential equations
describing mass and momentum conservation using
the Lagrangian method. In this method, the spatial
zones represent small mass elements.  The mesh points
move in response to pressures generated in neighbor-
ing zones.  The mass stays in each zone, moving with
the mesh.  The hydro equations are solved by a finite
difference method and advanced in time via a sec-
ond-order differencing scheme.  The method is explicit,
so that a maximum time step is set by a numerical sta-
bility criterion (the “Courant limit”).  Other criteria,
such as changes in the temperature and density, are also
used to set a maximum time step to ensure an accurate
and stable solution of the hydro equations.  

Coupling
The four areas of interactions are all coupled together

allowing for nonlinear effects, such as alteration of the
optical and thermal properties by time-dependent
variations of temperature.  This coupling is done
explicitly by the operator splitting method, in which
the time advance of each process is calculated using
the most recent data from the other processes.  The
accuracy of this procedure is fixed with time-step
controls, ensuring a converged solution.  

Applications of LATIS
To date, LATIS has been used to simulate both pho-

tothermal and photomechanical laser–tissue interactions.
Photochemical applications are planned for future
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work in the areas of cancer and arthritis treatment. In
the photothermal area, we have used LATIS to study
the effects of dynamic optical properties on laser
dosimetry12 (which we summarize below as a detailed
example of LATIS in action), welding of intravascular
patches,13,14 and the thermal environment for general
tissue welding.15 In the photomechanical area, we
have applied LATIS to study high-precision tissue
ablation with ultrashort pulses16 and laser thromboly-
sis for stroke therapy.17

Laser Dosimetry with Dynamic Optics
Many laser applications are based on raising the

temperature of a localized region of tissue for a certain
period of time to cause necrosis or other alterations,
such as tissue fusion. In these photothermal applications,
the local energy dose (energy/unit mass) delivered to
the tissue is a critical parameter. 

Dynamic optics is defined as the alteration of tissue
optical properties by laser irradiation.  The effects of
dynamic optics on the total dose to the tissue, the size of
the damaged region, and the reflected light pattern are
very important for photothermal applications of lasers,
such as tumor treatments.18 In this section, we illustrate
the application of LATIS to a problem in which the laser
scattering coefficient and the blood perfusion change due
to thermal damage.  We focus on the size of the damage
region, and we study how dynamic optics effects vary
with the laser-irradiation and tissue parameters.

We chose characteristic, but “generic,” tissue prop-
erties to demonstrate the capabilities of LATIS and to
illustrate the physical effects involving dynamic optics.
The optical properties were those of dog myocardium

at a laser wavelength of 630 nm. The dynamic scattering
coefficient was a linear combination of an undamaged
and a damaged coefficient: µs = µufu + µdfd, where the
tissue fu and fd are calculated as described in the para-
graph following Eq. (1).  The scattering coefficients were
µu = 50 cm–1 and µd = 350 cm–1.  The absorption coeffi-
cient was fixed at µa = 0.3 cm–1.  Such parameters are
also typical of many other soft tissues in the 630–800-nm
range.  Thermal properties (heat capacity and conduc-
tivity) were taken to be those of water, accurate to 30%
for most tissues.19 Damage rate coefficients were fit to
average data for whitening of several tissues:  dog
prostate, dog heart, and rat and pig liver.  The coeffi-
cients used in Eq. (1) were ∆S = 68.2 cal/deg/mole
and ∆H = 45.79 kcal/mole.  With these coefficients, the
damage time scale (1/k) varies rapidly with temperature
from 100 s at 65°C to 0.5 s at 90°C.  In the simulations,
the temperature was kept near 72.5°C, at which the
damage time scale was 20 s.  We also included temper-
ature and damage effects on the blood perfusion.20 The
temperature-dependent coefficient increased linearly by
a factor of four between 37°C and 42°C to model increased
perfusion due to vessel dilation.  It was constant at
temperatures above 42°C.  The damage-dependent
coefficient was an exponential cutoff of the perfusion with
the damage integral to account for vessel coagulation.

A standard case was defined with the following
parameters: laser pulse length 60 s, laser spot size (radius)
= 1 mm, scattering anisotropy factor = 0.9, and blood per-
fusion rate = 0.4 mL/g/min.  The laser irradiation pattern
was assumed circular with a constant intensity distribu-
tion, and the tissue was assumed initially homogeneous.
The irradiation geometry and problem zoning are shown
in Fig. 3.  Fine zones were placed near the laser spot,

FIGURE 3. The laser–tissue
interaction is modeled in cylin-
drical geometry, with fine zoning
near the laser spot and course
zones far from the spot.
(50-03-0796-1586pb01)
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such as achieving a maximum damage rate over a
specified volume without approaching temperatures
near 100°C at which tissue dehydration might occur.
We actively controlled the laser intensity by monitor-
ing the average temperature in a 3 × 3 set of tissue
zones within the laser spot.  We turned the laser off
when the temperature exceeded the desired maximum
and then turned it back on when the temperature
dropped below the desired minimum.  We chose a
minimum of 70°C and maximum of 75°C.  This tech-
nique enabled a very good control of the damage
progress and avoided adverse effects associated with
dehydration or vaporization as temperatures approached
100°C.  Such a temperature-control technique has
recently been demonstrated experimentally using
infrared radiometry by several groups.21,22

Results for the distribution of absorbed laser energy
and the damage zone for a simulation of the standard
case are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).  The absorbed
laser light reflects the time-average light distribution,
since the absorption coefficient is constant.  Due to
heat diffusion, the temperature distribution (not
shown) extended further from the laser focal region
than the laser deposition.  The size of the damage
zone, as indicated by the Ω = 1 contours of Fig. 4(b),
grew in time, due to both heat diffusion beyond the
energy deposition region and the increasing time for
accumulation of damage.  

We now compare the damage zone (Ω ³ 1) for the
standard case with dynamic optics to that with static
optics in Fig. 5.  By static optics we mean a simulation
in which the scattering coefficient was kept fixed at its
undamaged value even though the tissue became dam-
aged. It is clear that the inclusion of dynamic optics
reduces the size of the damage zone.  To measure this
reduction, we defined a damage ratio as the depth of
the damage zone with dynamic optics relative to that
without dynamic optics:

(2)

For the standard case, as shown in Fig. 5(a), we
found D = 0.67.  For a larger spot size (r = 0.5 cm),
shown in Fig. 5(b), the effect of dynamic optics was
somewhat less than for the standard case—D = 0.77.

We performed a parametric study that quantified
the reduction in the damage zone caused by dynamic
optics.  For each parameter variation, we performed
two simulations—one with dynamic optical coeffi-
cients and one with static coefficients.  We then
formed the damage ratio as defined above.  The
parameter variations and resultant damage ratios
are listed in Table 1.

where the highest resolution was desired, while courser
zones were used far from the laser deposition region.  This
zoning technique increased the problem resolution while
maintaining a relatively small number of zones.

The laser intensity was controlled by a thermostat
function that keeps the surface temperature of the
directly irradiated region within a desired range.  This
type of control is motivated by clinical considerations,

FIGURE 4. The total absorbed energy density integrated over the
60-s pulse is shown in (a).  The contour intervals are equal.  Laser
and tissue conditions are for the standard case.  This pattern reflects
the light distribution.  The damage region (Ω = 1) is shown at vari-
ous times during the pulse in (b).  It grows due to heat diffusion and
time-accumulation of damage. (50-03-0796-1587pb01)
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deposition region, scaling approximately as µs
–1.  This

higher dependence on µs leads to the relatively larger
effect of dynamic optics for the smaller spots.  The
variation with pulse length stems from the relationship
to the typical damage time scale.  We controlled the
surface temperature to an average value of 72.5°C,
which gave a characteristic damage time scale of 20 s.
Thus pulses of about 20 s or less do not have enough
time to produce a large damage zone and therefore
show less difference between the dynamic optics and
the static optics cases as indicated in Table 1.  We also
explored variations in the isotropy of scattering and
the blood perfusion rate.  The isotropic scattering case
assumed smaller scattering coefficients, so that the
“reduced scattering coefficient” µs’ = µs(1 – g) was the
same as for the standard case with g = 0.9.  This was
found to have very little effect on the simulation
results.  The case with no blood perfusion showed 10%
larger damage depth in both dynamic and static cases,
but very little differential effect, as seen in Table 1. 

In summary we see that dynamic optics reduces the
depth of damage by about 33% in most cases, with the
greatest sensitivity to the irradiation spot size and
pulse length.  This study illustrates the importance of
including such nonlinear effects in designing protocols
for laser thermotherapies.  Projects on thermotherapy
for benign prostate hyperplasia and laser–tissue 
welding are currently in progress in which similar
modeling is being used to design experiments and to
compare directly with measured data. 

Summary
The LATIS computer program is being developed to

treat all of the important aspects of laser–tissue interac-
tion including laser propagation, thermal effects, 
material effects, and hydrodynamics, in a fully coupled
manner.  In LATIS, we now have a powerful tool for
designing new medical devices and procedures
through computational simulation.  LATIS is being
applied to areas of photothermal therapy, tissue weld-
ing, hard-tissue ablation, and thrombolysis.  

TABLE 1. Parameter variations and corresponding dam-
age ratios.

Parameter variation Damage ratio

Standard case 0.67
Short pulse (20 s) 0.76
Long pulse (180 s) 0.63
Small spot (0.01 cm) 0.39
Large spot (0.5 cm) 0.77
Isotropic scattering 0.67
No blood perfusion 0.66

FIGURE 5. The size of the damage regions is reduced by dynamic
optics, as shown for the standard case in (a) and for a case with a
large spot in (b).  The effect of dynamic optics is greater for the stan-
dard spot than for the large spot.  All curves are for the end of the
pulse (at 60 s). (50-03-0796-1588pb01)
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The variation with spot size is the greatest.  It can be
understood by comparing the spot size to the diffusive
optical penetration depth δ = [3µa(µs + µa)]–1/2 (see Ref. 1,
Chap. 6).  For the undamaged tissue, δ = 0.46 cm; for
the damaged tissue, δ = 0.18 cm.  For spot sizes larger
than δ (the case of 0.5 cm spot size), the deposition
region is properly given by δ, which scales as µs

–1/2 for
µs >> µa as is the case.  For small spot sizes, the laser
light scatters out of the beam, leading to smaller
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Introduction
The x-ray drive generated in a laser-driven hohlraum

ablates the high-Z wall material1–3 that can then fill the
hohlraum with a high-density plasma during the laser
pulse.  This high-Z plasma absorbs the laser energy in
regions well removed from the original location of the
hohlraum wall.  Because this plasma is high-Z, the
conversion from laser energy to x rays can occur in a
volume of the hohlraum that is not as well localized as
the original hohlraum wall location, and this in turn
can effect the drive symmetry in an unwanted way.4

To mitigate the problems associated with this high-Z
filling of the hohlraum, a low-Z material is introduced
to tamp the high-Z wall.5 This tamper is typically less
than one-tenth of the critical density nc for the laser
light used to illuminate the hohlraum.  However, the
pressure associated with the tamper is sufficient to
keep the hohlraum wall material from moving significant
distances into the hohlraum interior, thus preventing
the laser deposition region from moving large distances
during the laser pulse.

In the experiments we discuss here, the tamper is
generated from a gas that is confined in the hohlraum.
These gas-filled hohlraums must be designed with
low-mass windows over the laser entrance holes (LEHs)
and diagnostic holes to confine the gas.  Thin (3500-Å)
polyimide (C22H10N2O5) windows cover all of the
apertures to provide a gas-tight seal.  The laser light
rapidly burns through the windows and gas, heating
and ionizing the low-Z material as it propagates to the
hohlraum wall.  In the standard scale-1 Nova hohlraums,
this occurs in about 200 ps. We have studied the effect
of methane (CH4), propane (C3H8), and neopentane

(C5H12) on the hohlraum performance.  When fully
ionized, these gases at 1 atm generate plasmas with
0.025, 0.04, and 0.1 nc, respectively.  As the hohlraum
wall moves inward, this low-Z plasma is compressed
and the density is slightly higher than the “atmo-
spheric” densities.

The laser beam interacting with the low-density
plasma can generate parametric instabilities that can
scatter the laser light.6 If this scattered laser light leaves
the hohlraum, this reduces the energy available to pro-
duce the x-ray drive.  This article presents the results
of hohlraum energetics measurements that are designed
to quantify the energy losses in gas-tamped hohlraums.
The hohlraum drive is characterized by a Planckian
distribution of x rays that defines the hohlraum tem-
perature.  We determine this hohlraum temperature by
measuring the radiation associated with the interior
hohlraum wall, which differs slightly from the actual
hohlraum temperature.  In addition, we measure the
time-dependent losses associated with the stimulated
processes: stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) and
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS).6

Measurements of Hohlraum
Energy Balance

Hohlraum Temperature Measurements
The gas-tamped hohlraums (shown in Fig. 1) are

required to hold 1 atm of the desired tamping gas
(CH4, C3H8, or C5H12).  This conventional scale-1 Nova
hohlraum (2700 µm long and 1600 µm diam) has 75%
LEHs (1200 µm diam) and a nominal 500-µm-diam
Dante hole, which is lined with Be to reduce the closure
of this aperture during the drive pulse.  The Dante
hole is positioned 20° down from horizontal in the
hohlraum’s midplane.  All of the apertures are covered
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with a 3500-Å-thick polyimide membrane to provide a
gas-tight seal.  The gas enters the side of the hohlraum
through two stainless-steel tubes (260 µm o.d. and
80-µm wall thickness). The total area occupied by
these tubes is insignificant to the total interior area of
the hohlraum.

Nova drives the hohlraum with five beams on each
end, and the laser pulse is shaped in time with a foot
and a peak. Figure 2 shows examples of the incident
laser pulse shape, illustrating the laser power as a
function of time and the SBS and SRS time histories,
for an empty and a C5H12-filled hohlraum.† The laser
beams are aimed at the center of the LEHs and defo-
cused 1000 µm to give a laser spot size of 400 × 600 µm
at the hohlraum wall.  The spatially averaged laser
intensity at the hohlraum wall (without subtracting the
SBS and SRS losses) is then ~3 × 1014 W/cm2 in the
foot and rises to ~1015 W/cm2 in the peak of the pulse.

The hohlraum temperature is measured with Dante,7

which is an absolutely calibrated 10-channel, time-
resolved soft-x-ray spectrometer.  This diagnostic is
located on the target chamber wall and views the
hohlraum midplane along a line-of-sight 72° from verti-
cal.  The Dante views a section of the hohlraum wall that
is not illuminated by the laser beams.

Dante measures the hohlraum wall temperature,
which differs from the actual hohlraum temperature
by a factor of the albedo (x-ray re-emission coefficient)
to the 0.25 power.  This corresponds to about a 5% cor-
rection to the hohlraum temperature, or ~10 eV at the
peak of the drive.  All of the measurements shown here
correspond to the Dante (or wall) temperature.  

Figure 3 shows the Dante measurements for various
gas-filled hohlraums (the temperature histories for
empty hohlraums with no windows; empty hohlraums
with windows on the LEHs but no gas fill; and
hohlraums filled with CH4, C3H8, or C5H12).  Each
curve corresponds to two or three measurements with
the same configuration (windows and/or gas fill), and
the error bars correspond to the minimum and maxi-
mum measurement at each configuration.  These data

Dante hole

FIGURE 1. Schematic of a gas-filled hohlraum, showing five laser
beams entering from each end.  The fill gas is admitted through
small tubes in the top of the hohlraum.  The hohlraum temperature
is monitored with an absolutely calibrated time-dependent soft x-ray
spectrometer (Dante) that monitors the x-ray emission from the
hohlraum wall through a small aperture.  All of the apertures are
covered with a 3500-Å polyimide membrane to provide a gas-tight
seal. (08-00-0596-1242pb01)
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FIGURE 2. Measured incident laser pulse and the measured SRS
and SBS for (a) an empty hohlraum and (b) a C5H12-filled hohlraum.
The absorbed laser power is the difference between the incident
power and the backscattered optical signal. (20-05-0796-1549pb01)

†The absorbed laser power is the difference between the incident and
scattered laser power.
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show the drive to be quite reproducible.  As expected,
the addition of the gas causes an overall drop in the
hohlraum temperature.  However, the magnitude of
the temperature drop cannot be attributed solely to the
heat capacity of the gas and window material.  

Two features are immediately apparent.  First, the
foot of the x-ray drive is significantly degraded in the
hohlraum with windows only and the gas-filled
hohlraum.  This is due to the laser energy expended
burning through the windows and then propagating
through the gas.  The small peak at the beginning of
the laser pulse has completely disappeared, and the
foot of the x-ray drive pulse rises more slowly.  Second,
the peak temperature decreases as the plasma density
increases.  Only a small part of this temperature decrease
is attributable to the heat capacity of the gas; the major
reduction in hohlraum drive can be attributed to
backscattering (SRS and SBS) in the gas (discussed in
the following section).  Another interesting observation
is the drop in temperature when the hohlraum has
windows only and no gas.  As can be seen from the
data, the largest single temperature drop occurs when
windows are added to the hohlraum.

Backscattered Energy Measurements
Nova’s beamline 7 (BL7) is equipped with diagnos-

tics8 to monitor the laser energy that is reflected from
the hohlraum via SBS and SRS.  The diagnostics include
calorimeters to monitor the total backscattered optical
light energy (via each of the two processes) and streaked
spectrometers to give the time-dependent optical spectra
associated with each of the scattering mechanisms.

The full aperture backscatter station (FABS) measures
the radiation reflected back into the f/4.3 lens while
the near beam imager (NBI)9 monitors the optical light
scattered at angles up to 20°.  The temporal evolution
of the backscattered radiation is inferred from normal-
izing the frequency- and time-integrated spectrum to
the total backscattered energy.  

Figure 4 shows the total reflected energy for the
various gases and for the empty and windows-only
hohlraums.  In the empty hohlraum, most of the
energy is reflected via SBS (6%) while an additional 3%
is lost via SRS.  When gas is introduced, the SRS becomes
the dominant backscatter mechanism.  The SRS level
increases with the electron density ne.  While the
time-integrated fraction of energy that is backscattered
via stimulated processes can reach significant levels
(~25% SRS + SBS in the C5H12-filled hohlraums), the
time-dependent backscatter shows that during the laser
pulse, the levels of backscatter can be even higher (see
Fig. 2).  Most of the scattered energy is associated with
the main peak of the laser pulse, which starts about 1 ns
into the pulse.  This corresponds to the time at which
the SRS and SBS gains are the largest due to the higher
laser intensities (in the latter part of the pulse).

The laser beams used in these experiments are the
standard, unsmoothed Nova laser beams.  These beams
include hot spots that can achieve intensities in excess
of the average intensities quoted above.  These higher
intensities can exacerbate the growth of instabilities.  To
mitigate the problem of energy lost through backscat-
tering, we intend to smooth the laser beams with random
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phase plates (RPPs) or kinoform phase plates (KPPs).8

Figure 5 shows the effect of beam smoothing on the
backscattered laser signal.  We show the total backscat-
ter levels for CH4- and C3H8-filled hohlraums, using
the standard Nova beam and a beam (BL7) smoothed
with either a RPP or a KPP.  The backscattered signal
from the smoothed beam is a factor of 4 to 6 less than
that for the unsmoothed beam.  

contamination, if it is the problem, then, is associated
with the fabrication technique and can vary from one
set of hohlraums to another.

Modeling the Hohlraum Energetics
We use LASNEX10 to simulate the time-dependent

drive in the gas-tamped hohlraums.  This code does
not calculate the SBS and SRS losses; these losses are
incorporated by using the net absorbed laser energy
(i.e., measured incident minus SRS and SBS losses) in
the calculation.  We find that the code does not quite
predict the level of temperature reduction that is
observed in the experiment.  The observed tempera-
ture drop in the CH4-filled hohlraum is 20 eV, while
the calculated temperature drop is 12 to 17 eV.  This
corresponds to a measured reduction in flux of 32%
and a calculated reduction in flux of 21 to 28%.
Similarly for C3H8, the measured reduction in temper-
ature (flux) is 26 eV (40%), while the calculated drop in
temperature (flux) is 18 to 21 eV (30 to 34%).  This
range in calculated temperature drop arises from a dif-
ference in calculated vs measured temperature as a
function of time.  The calculated temperature reaches a
peak later in time.  Simply comparing the peak calcu-
lated vs peak measured temperature results in a
smaller difference.  Looking at the calculated tempera-
ture at the time the measured temperature reaches a
peak results in the larger difference.  

In the modeling, there are two reasons for the reduc-
tion in drive in the gas-filled hohlraums.  First, the
radiation production is reduced because of the tamper.
In the untamped hohlraum, the axial stagnation of the
high-Z plasma is itself a source of radiation production.
In the simulation, this reduced radiation production
results in a temperature drop of 4 to 6 eV.  Second, the
drive is reduced due to decreased laser absorption
(SRS and SBS).  As mentioned, this part of the physics
is added through the measured input power minus the
measured SRS and SBS.  In the simulation, this results
in a 10- to 15-eV temperature drop.  

Summary
We measured the time-dependent drive in gas-

tamped hohlraums and compared the measurements
with simulations.  The addition of the gas tamper can
result in as much as a 25-eV reduction in peak drive
temperature.  The overall drop in flux is as much as
40%, which is about 15% more than predicted by
LASNEX simulations.  Future experiments will use
smoothed laser beams that will significantly reduce the
levels of backscatter losses.  Since these losses are not
calculated by LASNEX, the new measurements will
lend themselves to more accurate simulation.

Tr
4

FIGURE 5. Fraction of backscatter laser energy (SRS plus SBS) in CH4
or C3H8 gas corresponding to an unsmoothed laser beam and a laser
beam smoothed with a random phase plate (RPP) or a kinoform
phase plate (KPP). (20-05-0796-1550pb01)
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An anomaly in these data is the energetics of the
hohlraum with windows only.  Note that the total
backscatter fraction is slightly less than that for the
standard, empty hohlraum.  However, the temperature
drop shown in Fig. 3 indicates a significant difference in
absorbed energy.  Comparing the integral over time of
the radiated power (      ) shows a difference of approxi-
mately 30% in total radiated energy while the
backscatter energy shows virtually no difference.
Looking again at Fig. 3, we see that the largest single
energy difference is associated with attaching the win-
dows to the hohlraum.  We can speculate that the
hohlraum is somehow contaminated in the process of
installing the windows and that this contamination
carries over to the remainder of the hohlraums with
gas.  On another series of measurements (less com-
plete and with a slightly different temporal profile to
the laser pulse), we saw a much smaller temperature
drop associated with the hohlraum with windows
only and no gas fill.  There was no corresponding
change in the relative levels of SRS and SBS.  The
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Introduction
Thermonuclear fusion can occur when laser energy

compresses and heats a spherical capsule filled with
deuterium (DD) or a deuterium–tritium (DT) mixture. A
goal of the Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) Program is
to achieve a compression of 1000 times liquid density at
a temperature of ~10 keV for a plasma confined for
~100 ps.1 During confinement, fuel atoms undergo fusion
and release energy in the form of energetic charged par-
ticles, neutrons, and photons. We want to measure the
fusion reaction rate as a function of time relative to the
incident laser radiation because it is valuable informa-
tion for researchers studying laser–target interactions.
These measurements characterize the coupling of the
drive energy to the target, the hydrodynamics of the cap-
sule implosion, and the plasma conditions during peak
emission. The fusion reaction rate, often referred to as
“burn rate” or “burn history,” is a sensitive indicator of
our ability to accurately model energy transport between
the laser and target.

The burn history for a target can be measured by
monitoring the production rate of the fusion reaction
products. At Nova, most measurements are made by
recording the arrival time of 14-MeV neutrons produced
in T(d,n)4He fusion reactions using a fast (30-ps resolu-
tion) detector several centimeters from the target.2 Since
fusion products are nearly monoenergetic and the target’s
emission region is submillimeter in size, the recorded
signal is the target burn history with a time-of-flight
delay dependent on the target-to-detector distance.

At the future National Ignition Facility (NIF), it is
unlikely that the target burn history can be measured
with the direct neutron technique used at Nova. This is
because the thermal motion of the reacting plasma ions
causes a broadening of the neutron energy spectrum,
which in turn causes a temporal spread in neutron flight
time to a detector. The time spread increases with target-
to-detector distance. At NIF, there will be an exclusion
zone around the target to minimize damage to blast
shields and optics caused by ablated material. At

anticipated detector distances of 1 to 5 m, the resulting
spread in the neutron arrival times will mask burn-
history information. Gamma rays, however, are virtually
unaffected by plasma temperature and have negligible
temporal dispersion at a distant detector. For these rea-
sons, we are investigating techniques that use fusion
gamma rays to measure burn history.

This article begins with a review of detector system
characteristics required for making reaction-rate
measurements. A description of the neutron-based mea-
surement system implemented at Nova is followed with
examples of reaction-rate measurements made for a vari-
ety of Nova targets. Finally, we discuss the challenge of
measuring burn history at NIF and summarize current
experiments associated with developing a gamma-ray-
based technique to measure burn history.

Measurement Concept
One method for measuring the fusion reaction rate

of an ICF target is to monitor the production rate of a
fusion reaction product. Reactions available for DD- and
DT-filled targets are

where the particle energy is indicated in parentheses.
The spectrum for each fusion product is nearly
monoenergetic. The charged particles are slowed by
Coulomb interactions with plasma ions and electrons
before leaving the target. Most neutrons and gamma
rays, however, escape from the target without collision.
Since the reaction region is submillimeter in size, both
neutron and gamma-ray temporal distributions at
points outside the target preserve burn history. For this
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reason, burn history may be measured with either a
fast neutron or gamma-ray detector placed some dis-
tance away from the target. Since confinement times
can be <100 ps, detectors with time resolutions of ~20 ps
are desirable. 

Temporal resolution for a neutron-based measurement
is limited by the plasma ion temperature, the target-to-
detector distance, and the detector thickness. Thermal
motion of the reacting plasma ions causes a broadening
of the neutron energy spectrum.3 For neutrons leaving
a target at the same instant, the energy spread causes a
time spread in their arrival at a detector. The time spread
∆te, which is proportional to distance, is given by             

for DT neutrons and                                 
for DD neutrons, where ∆te is in ps, ion temperature T
is in keV, and target-to-detector distance d is in cm. The
detector must be placed close to the target to keep the
time spread small. For example, to keep ∆te below 20 ps
for a 1-keV plasma requires d <16.4 cm for DT neutrons
and <2.6 cm for DD neutrons.

A neutron detector must also be thin to achieve 20-ps
response. In a detector, there is an uncertainty about
the exact point of neutron interaction, and a corre-
sponding uncertainty in the instant of the interaction.
The uncertainty ∆tx is proportional to the detector
thickness ∆x and is given by                        , where vn is
the speed of the neutron. Thus, to achieve a 20-ps
response requires ∆x <1 mm for DT neutrons and
<0.4 mm for DD neutrons.

The less restrictive requirements of DT neutrons
on target-to-detector distance and detector thickness
are advantages for selecting DT fuel over DD fuel for
making burn-history measurements. Furthermore,
the larger fusion cross section for DT reactions
results in a neutron yield nearly 100 times greater
than for a hydrodynamically equivalent DD-filled
target, an important consideration when working
with low-yield targets. The 16.7-MeV fusion gamma
rays were never seriously considered for Nova reac-
tion-rate measurements because of the low branching
ratio (5 × 10–5) for the reaction.4,5 There simply were
not enough gamma rays to make burn-history mea-
surements at Nova.

30-ps Neutron Detector
A critical step in our effort to record reaction rates with

30-ps resolution was the development of a sensitive, 
high-speed neutron detector. RIC (radiation-induced 
conductivity) detectors,6 the fastest available before we
developed a streak-camera-based instrument, were not
sensitive and fast enough. Coupled to a 7-GHz transient
recorder, RIC detectors had an impulse response of 125 ps
full-width half-maximum (FWHM) and required yields of
>5 × 1010 DT neutrons for a reaction-rate measurement.

Our detector is based on the fast rise time of a commer-
cially available plastic scintillator. A thin piece of BC-4227

converts neutron kinetic energy into light. As neutrons
pass through the scintillator, some of them have elastic
collisions with hydrogen nuclei. The recoil protons
quickly transfer their kinetic energy to luminescent sites in
the scintillator. For BC-422 the light output has a rise time
<20 ps and a decay time of ~1.2 ns. The temporal distribu-
tion of the emitted light is the convolution of the neutron
temporal distribution with the scintillator response. Burn-
history information is encoded in the leading edge of the
light pulse. A fast optical streak camera (<15 ps FWHM)
records the signal.

The detector is the result of three technology advances.
First we developed a detector concept based on the fast
rise time of a plastic scintillator. At that time, the fastest
plastic scintillators had nanosecond decay times and were
believed to have rise times >100 ps, hardly fast enough for
30-ps measurements. Second, an experimental search for a
fast-rise-time scintillator using a pulsed electron beam at
the LLNL linac identified NE-111 (BC-422) as a potential
candidate.8 Later experiments at Nova with short bursts
of x rays generated by irradiating gold disk targets with
20-ps-wide laser pulses demonstrated the scintillator rise
time to be <20 ps.9 Third, we discovered that our streak
camera could be operated with a wide input slit without
losing temporal resolution.10 Wide slit operation allowed
us a tenfold increase in system sensitivity by using a 1-mm-
wide slit rather than the more typical 100-µm-wide slit
used with other streak cameras.

Figure 1 shows the scintillator configuration. A 6-mm-
diam, 1-mm-thick piece of BC-422 is housed in a Hevimet

∆t T de = ×1 22. ∆t T de = ×7 88.

∆ ∆t x vx n= /

����
Light to
streak
camera

Target

Pb glass

1 cm

Neutrons

X-ray shield

Al mirror

Scintillator

Laser beam

FIGURE 1. Detector nose cone
configuration. Scintillator must
be thin and close to the target to
control temporal dispersion.
(08-00-0896-1852pb01)
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(90% tungsten) nose cone. The front of the nose cone,
which is 3 mm thick, shields the scintillator from target 
x rays, scattered laser light, and target debris. A thin Al
layer deposited on one surface of the scintillator acts as a
mirror to double the light output directed towards the
streak camera. A piece of Pb glass shields the back side of
the scintillator from scattered x rays.

The detector system, which is called the NTD (for
neutron timing diagnostic), features a nose cone assem-
bly that can be positioned between 2 and 50 cm from
the target. An achromatic f/2 zoom lens relays the
scintillator image along a 4-m optical path to the S-20
photocathode of the streak camera located outside the
vacuum chamber. Lens coupling produces minimal
temporal dispersion. In contrast, using 4 m of graded-
index optical fibers would produce ~80 ps of dispersion
for the 350- to 450-nm scintillator light. Baffling and a
light shield prevent scattered laser light from entering
the lens system. Scintillator light passes through a
glass window at the vacuum chamber wall. Components
inside the chamber can operate at either vacuum or
atmospheric pressure. The streak camera image is
recorded with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera.
The relatively long distance between target and streak
camera is an advantage of this configuration. Background
caused by target x rays and neutrons interacting with
the streak camera and the CCD decreases inversely
with the square of the distance from the target.

Besides recording a neutron-induced signal, the streak
camera also records an optical fiducial signal to pro-
vide an absolute time base. The Nova facility generates
a 100-ps, 0.53-µm, optical timing pulse that is split and
distributed to various diagnostic instruments via opti-
cal fibers. We insert a 527-ps etalon into its path to form
a series of evenly spaced pulses. The first pulse provides
an absolute timing reference required to temporally
relate the neutron signal to the laser power recorded
with other streak cameras with ±10-ps precision.11 The
pulse train provides a calibration check for the streak
camera time base. The optical fiducial amplitude, tim-
ing, and pulse shape are easily controlled because they
are independent of target type, incident laser energy,
and target-to-detector distance. This is not the case
when target-generated x rays are used as the fiducial.

Excellent data have been recorded with the NTD.
Figure 2(a) shows an image recorded with the scintilla-
tor 2 cm from a low-yield target producing 6.7 × 108

DT neutrons. Figure 2(b) shows image exposure versus
time averaged across the spatial extent of the neutron
signal. Streak camera flat-field and time-base corrections
are included in the signal processing. Information
about the target burn history is encoded in the leading
edge of the pulse.

We obtain the shape of the neutron temporal distri-
bution by deconvolving the effect of the scintillator
decay rate from the recorded neutron signal. The result,
which is approximately the derivative of the recorded

signal, actually represents the convolution of the target
burn history with the streak camera response and the
derivative of the scintillator rise time. Since the rise
time and camera response are both <20 ps, the decon-
volved signals are a good representation of the fusion
reaction rate. The quality of each deconvolution is
checked by comparing the recorded signal with the
convolution of the burn history and the exponential
decay of the scintillator.

Nova Reaction-Rate Measurements
Reaction-rate measurements with 30-ps resolution

have been made for a variety of Nova targets whose
DT yields ranged from 108 to 3.6 × 1013 neutrons.
Measurements have also been made for targets with DD
neutron yields between 109 and 1011, but with temporal
resolutions of ~50 ps. In this section, examples of burn
histories for several different target types are presented.
The intent of this section is to demonstrate the variety in
burn-history signatures, and not to present a detailed
examination of the performance of any particular target.

Direct-drive glass-microballoon targets are used for
instrument development and calibration at Nova. Burn
history is affected by target diameter, fill pressure, and
wall thickness along with laser power and beam focus-
ing. Diameters for microballoon targets range from 360 to
1500 µm, fill pressures from 10 to 100 atm, and wall
thicknesses from 2 to 8 µm. High-yield targets (>1012 DT
neutrons) typically have diameters >900 µm and are irra-
diated with temporally flat laser pulses 1 or 1.5 ns long.
These targets typically have a burn duration between 
175 and 250 ps (FWHM) and an emission time between
700 and 1500 ps after the leading edge of the laser pulse.

FIGURE 2. Neutron signal. (a) Streak camera image for a target pro-
ducing 6.7 × 108 DT neutrons. (b) Average neutron signal intensity vs
time. Burn history is encoded in the leading edge of the pulse. Pulse
tail shows the characteristic decay of the scintillator. The complete
burn history for this data is shown in Fig. 3(b). (08-00-0896-1853pb01)
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A small (360-µm) microballoon can have a burn duration
as short as ~100 ps and an emission time as early as 500 ps
after the leading edge of the laser pulse. Reaction history
for microballoons is usually smooth but often shows an
asymmetry of either a slow rise time or a slow fall time.
Generally, larger, higher-pressure targets tend to burn later.

In July 1995, burn-history measurements provided the
information needed to increase Nova’s maximum yield
from 2.1 × 1013 to 3.6 × 1013 neutrons. It was observed
that neutron emission for large diameter (>1300 µm),
thin-walled targets irradiated with 1-ns square pulses
was occurring around 1400 ps, well after the laser pulse
turned off. By changing to a 1.5-ns pulse with the same
power, yield was immediately increased nearly twofold.
Figure 3 shows the burn history for several microballoon
targets along with the power history of the laser drive.

Our program has devoted significant effort to devel-
oping, designing, characterizing, and understanding
indirect-drive targets. Fuel capsules for these targets are
typically smaller diameter (360 µm) than direct-drive cap-
sules, and are compressed to a higher convergence ratio
at a lower temperature. Most indirect-drive capsules use
deuterium fuel in a plastic capsule and produce yields
between 107 and a few 109 DD neutrons. Reasonable
burn-history measurements can only be made when DD
yields are above 109, and signal quality for these low-
yield targets depends very strongly on the background
signal induced by x-ray emission from the target.
Capsules in indirect-drive targets filled with DT fuel pro-
duce yields from 109 to over 1011. Burn duration for these
targets range from 50 to 125 ps. Two examples are shown
in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) is for a high-convergence implosion of
a DT-filled glass capsule (from the HEP1 series of
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experiments)12,13; Fig. 4(b) is for an implosion of a DD-
filled, Br-doped plastic capsule (from the HEP4 series of
experiments)14. The reaction rate for the HEP4 capsule
approaches the 50-ps resolution limit for DD neutrons in
a 1-mm-thick detector.

Figure 5 shows the burn history for a special target
used to resolve a “bang time” calibration issue with
another detector used at Nova. The burn-history
details differ significantly from the previous examples.
The most important target characteristic is the very short
time delay between laser irradiation and the start of

• A 1300-µm-diam, “bare” glass microballoon with a
4-µm-thick wall filled with 20 atm of DT fuel.

• Targets coated with a 200-µm-thick layer of 45-mg/cm3

polystyrene (CH) foam.
• Targets covered with a 10-µm-thick layer of solid

density CH.
Foam-coated targets were irradiated with 0.527-µm

light at full Nova energy (34 kJ) delivered in a 1-ns
flat-topped pulse. The bare microballoon and solid-
CH-covered targets were irradiated at reduced energies
of 9 kJ and 21 kJ, respectively, to better match implosion
parameters with the foam-coated targets irradiated at
34 kJ. The bare microballoon had a single burn peak
290 ps FWHM. The peak is significantly delayed (~1.5 ns)
from the peaks of bare microballoons irradiated under
standard conditions. This delay is due to the large target
diameter and low drive energy. Both the foam and
solid-CH-covered targets show a narrow first peak fol-
lowed by a broader second peak. Calculations suggest
the first peak is caused by heating and compression of
the first shock reaching target center and the second peak
is from DT burn at the time of peak shell compression.

NIF Reaction-Rate Measurements
At the future NIF, fusion reaction rates cannot be

measured with 30-ps resolution using the direct neutron-
based technique employed at Nova. The target-to-detector
spacing required by the NIF exclusion zone will cause

FIGURE 5. Reaction rate for a polystyrene target with a 400-µm-diam
hole. There is almost no delay between laser irradiation and the start
of neutron emission. (08-00-0896-1856pb01)
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neutron emission. Targets were 1-mm-by-2-mm, 320-µm-
thick pieces of deuterated polystyrene (C8D8), each
with a 400-µm hole drilled through it. Tritium was
added to the targets by placing them in a tritium gas
where tritium atoms replaced deuterium atoms.
Targets were irradiated with 2.7 kJ of 0.351-µm laser
light delivered in simultaneous 90-ps pulses from each
of the ten Nova laser beams. Beams were set at best
focus halfway down the inner wall of the hole and
evenly spaced at five points around the circumference,
one beam from each side of the target focused to each
point. DT yields of 5 × 109 neutrons were high enough
to produce good burn-history measurements. Low-
level neutron emission was observed when the laser
pulse reached 50% of its peak power. Significant neu-
tron emission began 70 ps later and lasted ~300 ps. The
other detector showed neutron emission starting ~250 ps
earlier, before the start of the laser pulse.

A serious concern for direct-drive ICF implosions is
the early time “imprint” of laser-beam nonuniformity
that can seed Rayleigh–Taylor instability growth. Los
Alamos National Laboratory personnel recently con-
ducted Nova experiments in their investigation of foam
buffering as a way to reduce the effect of imprinting.15

Figure 6 shows burn histories recorded for the three
different target configurations irradiated in this study:

FIGURE 6. Reaction rates for three target types: a “bare” glass
microballoon, a CH-foam-coated target, and a solid-CH-covered 
target. Laser power was delivered at a wavelength of 0.527-µm in
1.5-ns flat-topped pulses. Laser irradiation ends ~1.5 ns before
fusion begins. The time base is relative to the beginning of the 1.5-ns
wide laser pulse. The ”bare“ and ”solid CH“ curves have been
scaled by factors of three and ten, respectively. (08-00-0896-1857pb01)
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an excessive spreading in the neutron arrival times at
the detector. Consider a very conservative example of
a detector 1 m from a 4-keV plasma. The detector will
see a temperature induced time spread of ~240 ps for
DT neutrons. Since the plasma temperature and dis-
tance will likely be larger than these nominal values,
this 240-ps time spread is a lower limit for neutron-
based measurements at NIF. It is for this reason that we
are investigating the use of gamma rays for making
burn-history measurements.16,17

The increased neutron and gamma-ray yields
expected for NIF targets should make a gamma-ray-
based burn-history measurement possible. Measurements
with gamma-rays are attractive because the gamma
rays are virtually unaffected by the plasma temperature,
have a large interaction cross section in many materials,
and have no time dispersion at a distant detector. There
are two possible sources of useful gamma rays in ICF
experiments. The T(d,γ )5He fusion reaction produces
gamma rays with energies up to 16.7 MeV. The major
disadvantage of this reaction is its low branching ratio
of 5 × 10–5. Another possible source of gamma rays is a
small converter placed near the target, possibly built as
a part of the target, that would convert neutrons to
gamma rays through (n,γ) reactions. In this section,
one detector concept and the first experimental obser-
vation of fusion gamma rays in an ICF experiment are
described.16 Much work remains to develop the sensi-
tive, high-speed gamma-ray detector needed for NIF
burn-history measurements.

Gamma-Ray Detector Concept
Figure 7 shows one concept for a gamma-ray-based

burn-history measurement. Burning fuel isotropically
emits fusion gamma rays, which travel radially out-
ward from the compressed core of an ICF target. Some
of the gamma rays interact with a two-stage converter
to produce Cerenkov light. In the first converter stage,
gamma rays produce forward-directed, relativistic
electrons and positrons by Compton scattering and
pair production. The charged particles move into a sec-
ond converter stage, where they produce Cerenkov

light. An optical system collects the Cerenkov light
and relays it to a fast optical detector for recording.

Detector design will focus on providing an instrument
with good time resolution (Æt < 30 ps) and sensitivity.
The choice of low-Z or high-Z material for the first-stage
gamma-ray converter determines whether the primary
interaction is Compton scattering or pair production.
For 16.7-MeV gamma rays, the interaction cross section
for high-Z materials is ~100 times greater than it is for
low-Z materials. Electron range, however, is much
greater in low-Z materials. We estimate that about 15%
of 16.7-MeV gamma rays incident on a high-Z converter
several millimeters thick will produce electron-positron
pairs that enter an adjacent Cerenkov converter.

The second converter stage determines the charac-
teristics of the Cerenkov light. The threshold energy
for production of Cerenkov radiation, the cone angle
for its emission, and the number of photons emitted
per centimeter of track length all depend on the index
of refraction n of the converter material. Cerenkov
light is produced in a material only when the speed of
a charged particle exceeds the speed of light in that
media. Thus, Cerenkov light is produced only when a
particle’s velocity relative to that of light in a vacuum 
β and n are such that nβ > 1. Cerenkov radiation is
emitted into a cone whose half angle θ relative to the
direction of charged particle motion is given by 
cosθ = (1/nβ). The photon production rate in the visi-
ble spectrum (400 to 700 nm) is given by

In Ref. 17, the secondary converter also forms part of
the collection optics.

First Observation of Fusion 
Gamma Rays

We have conducted a set of direct-drive target
experiments at Nova to assess our ability to detect
fusion gamma rays. Yields from nominally 1-mm-diam
DT-filled microballoons irradiated with 1-ns square

dN
dx n

= −
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FIGURE 7. Cerenkov detector
concept. A high-Z material 
converts target gamma rays to
relativistic electrons and positrons
that pass into a second converter
stage. Since the charged particles
are traveling faster than the speed
of light in the second converter,
Cerenkov light is produced.
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pulses ranged from 1012 to 2 × 1013 neutrons. For these
experiments, we adapted equipment normally used for
our neutron burn-history measurements. The Hevimet
(90% tungsten) nose cone (Fig. 1) acted as the first con-
verter stage in which gamma rays interact primarily by
pair production to produce electron-positron pairs. A
0.241-g/cm3 silica aerogel filled the interior of the nose
cone replacing the 1-mm-thick plastic scintillator and
Pb glass. The aerogel acted as the second converter
stage, converting relativistic electron energy into
Cerenkov light. The aerogel, with n = 1.06, requires an
electron energy >1.03 MeV to produce Cerenkov light.
In our experiments, the high threshold level makes the
detector relatively insensitive to target x rays and
gamma rays from (n,γ) reactions near the target. A
shallow cone angle of 19° allows some of the Cerenkov
light to be collected by the f/2 optic and relayed to the
streak camera. We estimate photon production at the
rate of 53 photons per centimeter of track length. No
modifications were made to the NTD optics to opti-
mize collection of the Cerenkov light. Indeed, the
optics, which were designed to pass scintillator light
between 350 and 450 nm, have very poor transmission
for Cerenkov light below 350 nm.

We observed weak gamma-ray signals in a set of
target experiments with target-to-aerogel distances of
2, 3, and 4 cm (see Fig. 8). The signal for each experiment
has a low-level gamma-ray pulse followed by a large
550-ps-wide pulse produced by 14-MeV target neutrons
interacting with the 75-mm-diam f/2 optic of the tele-
scope. The burn duration for these targets is nominally
200 ps FWHM. The neutron pulse width corresponds
to the neutron transit time across the four-element
optic ~2.5 cm behind the aerogel converter. The neutron

signal amplitudes are normalized, temporally aligned,
and overlaid. This allows us to easily observe the evo-
lution of a small pulse to the left of the neutron peak.
Its time relative to the neutron pulse changes with tar-
get-to-aerogel distance in a manner consistent with
fusion gamma rays. Because the optic moves with the
aerogel, a 1-cm increase in target-to-aerogel distance
produces a 162-ps increase in the time separation
between gamma-ray- and neutron-induced signals.

The streak camera simultaneously recorded a fidu-
cial signal along with the aerogel signal. This allows us
to determine the time of a gamma-ray signal relative to
the laser power incident on a target. The time of the
gamma-ray signal corresponds to the neutron emission
time that we measure with a separate bang-time detec-
tor. For these targets, the nominal neutron emission
time is at ~1 ns.

An additional experiment was performed with an
aluminum nose cone replacing the Hevimet nose cone.
In this configuration, the pair production cross section
for 16.7-MeV gamma rays is reduced by a factor of 25 and
the primary interaction mechanism changes to Compton
scattering. The result (see Figure 9) is consistent with

FIGURE 8. Aerogel signal intensity vs time for target-to-aerogel 
distances of 2, 3, and 4 cm. Neutron-induced signals from the first
elements of the imaging optics are normalized, temporally aligned,
and overlaid. Presented in this fashion, changes in the timing of the
smaller gamma-ray signal relative to the neutron signal are easily
observed. Time base is relative to incident laser power for the 4-cm
gamma-ray data. (08-00-0896-1859pb01)
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the small peak being caused by pair production in the
high-Z nose cone. The gamma-ray signal observed
with the Hevimet nose cone is not observed with the
aerogel inside an aluminum nose cone. Also, with the
substantially reduced shielding of the aluminum nose
cone, there is no x-ray signal observed between the
start of target irradiation and bang time, indicating a
very low sensitivity to target x rays.

We believe these experiments are the first to detect
fusion gamma rays emitted by T(d,γ)5He reactions in
ICF targets. The experimental evidence is consistent
with this conclusion. First the change in time-of-flight
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separation between gamma-ray and neutron pulses is
consistent with the target-to-aerogel distances used.
Second, the gamma-ray signals occur at the bang time
of the target as determined with a separate neutron
detector. Finally, the gamma-ray signal depends on the
material used for the first converter stage in a manner
consistent with pair production. The reduced shielding
of the aluminum nose cone resulted in a decrease
rather than an increase in the gamma-ray signal, indi-
cating that the aerogel is a good threshold detector and
that we are not detecting lower energy target x rays
and gamma rays.

Conclusion
A neutron-based technique and a fast, sensitive

neutron detector have been developed for measuring
the fusion reaction rate of ICF targets. An absolute tim-
ing of ±20 ps and a temporal resolution of 30 ps have
been achieved. Fusion reaction rates have been recorded
for a variety of targets irradiated at the Nova Laser
Facility. Target yields have ranged from 108 to 3.6 × 1013

DT neutrons.
Effort is now being directed towards developing a

fast, sensitive burn-history detector based on fusion
gamma rays. With a modification to our neutron detec-
tor, we have observed fusion gamma rays emitted
from Nova high-yield targets, a significant first step in
the development of a gamma-ray-based measurement.
To obtain a temporal response <30 ps, we imagine the
recording device of our final detector will remain a
streak camera. Improved optical transmission of the
second converter stage and imaging optics should
enhance the signal by about a hundredfold. Based on
the initial aerogel experiments, we predict a gamma-
ray-based burn history can be made with a 25-cm-diam
detector at the wall of the NIF chamber (5 m) when DT
neutron yields are above ~1013.
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Introduction
Growth of modulations in an inertial confinement

fusion (ICF) capsule, whether initially due to capsule
surface finish or drive nonuniformity, may fatally dis-
rupt an ICF implosion by causing cold shell material to
mix into the fuel.1,2 When a capsule is driven by x rays
produced inside a hohlraum, the dominant modula-
tions are seeded by the capsule surface finish. When
laser light directly drives the capsule, the modulations
in the driver may be significant. Recent experiments3,4

have reported reductions in imprint using smoothed
laser beams, i.e., laser beams that have a reduced level of
spatial nonuniformities. Another technique for reducing
imprint has been the use of foams and gold layers.5,6

In this article, we report measurements that quantified
the equivalence between laser-imprinted modulations
and surface perturbation.

Experimental Description
In our experiment, we used laser ablation to accelerate

20-µm-thick CH2 foils with one arm of the Nova laser
at 0.53-µm wavelength. This arm was smoothed with a
random phase plate (RPP)7 and spectral dispersion8

(SSD), for three different bandwidths in separate
experiments: 0.003 THz (the intrinsic bandwidth,
introduced by the pulse-shaping system), 0.6 THz, and
0.9 THz. A diffraction grating gave 0.086-µrad/THz
dispersion and a temporal skew of 110 ps to the pulse
front (that is, one side arrived earlier than the other).
The beam was split into nine segments, each indepen-
dently steered in space with a glass wedge to form a
flat-topped intensity distribution. We measured the

time-integrated laser modulation level from an equiva-
lent target-plane image of the beam. The drive pulse
was a linear 1-ns ramp to about 1014 W/cm2, held con-
stant at this level for 2 ns.

The shock reached the back surface of the 20-µm-
thick foil at about 0.7 ns after the start of the laser
pulse. The foil then accelerated at about 50 µm/ns2,
allowing for 2 ns of constant acceleration to study
Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) growth. We measured the areal-
density modulations on the foils by conventional x-ray
backlighting. We used a gated pinhole camera with 8-µm
and 100-ps resolution,9 which provided up to 12 frames
per shot with arbitrary time spacing. The x-ray back-
lighter10 was a uranium disk illuminated by a second
0.53-µm-wavelength Nova beam (smoothed with an RPP)
at about 1015 W/cm2, giving a broad spectrum peaked
at ~1 keV.

Simulations
To examine the predicted evolution of imprinted

modes compared to surface modes, we used the two-
dimensional code LASNEX11 to separately predict the
evolution of a surface single mode and of an imprinted
single mode (produced by modulating the incident
laser intensity) under the same drive conditions. The
LASNEX results showed that the evolution of a laser-
imprinted single mode parallels that of a surface single
mode after the shock reaches the back surface ts (see
Fig. 1). This suggested that, for our conditions, the
laser imprint could be calibrated to an equivalent sur-
face finish. We also used the simulations to estimate
the correspondence of a spatial amplitude η with a
measured modulation in optical depth ∆τ, finding that
η/∆τ = 10 µm/τ after ts. This allowed us to make use
of the Haan criterion12 to establish the onset of multi-
mode nonlinear saturation. We restricted our analysis
to data that were estimated to be in the linear regime.
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We analyzed each frame by converting the film density
to exposure; removing the long-scale-length backlighter
shape; filtering out noise with a parametric Wiener fil-
ter; converting to the natural logarithm of exposure;
and taking the two-dimensional power spectrum of
the result. A typical image of ln(exposure) is shown in
Fig. 2(a). A vertical profile, which is the horizontal

average of the image, is shown in Fig. 2(b). The surface
mode in this case was λ = 30 µm (mode 10, initial
amplitude η0 = 0.25 µm) with the modulation vector k
vertical in the image, and the bandwidth was 0.9 THz.
We removed the contribution of the surface mode by
using a notch filter at the point in Fourier space where
the surface mode appears. The same image with the
surface mode removed is shown in Fig. 2(c) and its
corresponding horizontal average is the dark gray line
in Fig. 2(b). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the radial
power spectra (azimuthal integrals of the two-dimen-
sional power spectra) for this shot at three different
times, the noise power spectrum (measured on a sepa-
rate shot with an undriven foil), and the instrument
modulation transfer function (MTF). The laser imprint
was almost indistinguishable from the noise for the
higher bandwidths at ts (not shown), but subsequent
growth gave clearly measurable modulations at later
times. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the time-integrated
power spectra of the laser speckle and the imprinted
spectra at t = 1.5 ns as measured for the different band-
widths. As is characteristic with SSD, while there was
smoothing at all modes, the higher modes were
smoothed preferentially.

To test the LASNEX prediction that the evolution
of a laser-imprinted mode parallels the surface mode
after ts, we examined the growth for several shots.
Figure 5 shows the results for the shot of Figs. 2 and
3. The modulation amplitudes for the surface mode
(λ = 30 µm), for the imprinted spectrum at mode 10,
and for the root-mean-square (rms) of the ln(expo-
sure) are shown as a function of time after the start of
the laser pulse. We subtracted in quadrature the
noise component due to the instrument and back-
lighter from the values for the imprint modes. The

FIGURE 1. LASNEX simulation of optical-depth modulation vs time
for a single surface mode and a single imprinted mode of the same
wavelength (30 µm). The growth rate between ts (0.7 ns) and the onset
of saturation at ∆τ = 0.3 is 2.2 ns–1 for the imprinted mode and 2.5 ns–1

for the surface mode. While the imprint begins at zero modulation, an
equivalent surface mode would begin at 0.02. (20-03-0796-1564pb01)
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two λ = 30 µm modes from surface and imprint mod-
ulations grew at the same rate (0.9 ± 0.2 ns–1). The
rms grew at nearly the same rate (0.8 ± 0.2 ns–1), sug-
gesting that the growth rates for the dominant modes
were similar.

At a given time in the linear regime, the ratio of the
rms to the surface mode times the initial surface-mode
amplitude gave the equivalent surface finish in
microns at t = 0. The inferred rms surface finish was
insensitive to the calibration wavelength we used, 

suggesting little variation in growth rate for the domi-
nant wavelengths. We calculated the equivalent surface
finish to be 0.26 ± 0.07 µm with 0.9 THz of bandwidth
on the drive laser, 0.51 ± 0.24 µm with 0.6 THz band-
width, and 1.24 ± 0.27 µm with minimum bandwidth.
Figure 6 shows these results vs bandwidth, along with
the time-integrated rms modulation in the laser
speckle. The imprinted-modulation rms appeared to
decrease only about half as fast as the laser modulation
as a function of bandwidth.
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We used LASNEX to simulate the equivalent 
surface finish due to the laser imprinted modula-
tions. The single-surface-mode simulation was done
separately from the laser-imprint simulation. Since
LASNEX is a two-dimensional code, the laser speckle

is represented by a one-dimensional slice of the 
predicted laser-modulation pattern. With minimum
bandwidth, the speckle is isotropic and the direction
of the slice is not important. When SSD was added to
the simulation, we used two directions—parallel and
perpendicular to the direction of dispersion—and
averaged the resulting predictions. The simulations
propagated the measured backlighter spectrum
through the simulated package and convolved the
result with the instrument response function. The
results are also shown on Fig. 6.

Conclusions
The predictions agreed with the experimental results.

In particular, the predicted imprinted modulations did
not decrease as rapidly with bandwidth as the time-
integrated laser modulation. This effect has also been
observed in experiments using a different measurement
technique.13,14 One possible explanation is the thermal
smoothing of the drive modulations in the region
between the laser light deposition and the ablation sur-
face. In this region, the energy is propagated by electron
thermal conduction and nonuniformities are smoothed
inversely with the spatial scale of the nonuniformity.
Thus, the minimum-bandwidth case showed more
thermal smoothing because more of the laser modula-
tion is at smaller spatial scales. If we calculate the laser
time-integrated smoothing level including only lower
modes (spatial structure > 30 µm), the rate of decrease
of target imprint and the laser time-integrated smooth-
ing level with increased bandwidth is the same. This
suggests that the thermal smoothing for this experi-
ment is most effective for modes with λ < ~30 µm.
Unfortunately, the instrument response greatly affects
our ability to measure spatial structures less than 30 µm.
While the LASNEX simulations predict that such struc-
tures are not present in the imprinted modulations, we
cannot confirm this with the available data.

Summary
In summary, we have observed modulations due to

laser speckle and we have shown that for a modest
(less than a factor of three) amount of Rayleigh–Taylor
growth, the speckle-imprinted modes grow at the
same rate as a pre-imposed single-mode surface per-
turbation. We used this relationship to characterize the
observed imprinted-rms modulation in optical depth
as an equivalent surface finish for different bandwidths.
The imprinted-foil modulations decreased with increas-
ing bandwidth but not as rapidly as the time-integrated
laser modulations, which is in agreement with numerical
simulations. We suggest that this decrease is due to the
additional smoothing of high spatial frequencies between
the laser deposition region and the ablation surface.
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Nova Operations
During this quarter, Nova Operations fired a total of

274 system shots resulting in 288 experiments.  These
experiments were distributed among ICF experiments,
Defense Sciences experiments, X-Ray Laser experiments,
Laser Sciences, and facility maintenance shots.

As a result of gradual budget reductions over the
past several years, the number of Nova Operations
staff has been slowly reduced to the point that a standard
double-shift operation is no longer able to be supported.
In an attempt to improve facility performance, the
Nova Operations group formed a team to evaluate the
use of an alternate work schedule for system operations.
The previous schedule consisted of two standard
eight-hour shifts overlapping by one hour, five days
per week.  The team reviewed a variety of work
schedules to determine which schedule would best
meet criteria provided by the Program.  As a result of
their study, the team recommended four ten-hour days
per week of two shifts overlapping by three hours.
This alternate schedule provides slightly more time for
experiments, while leaving adequate maintenance time
and without requiring the use of regularly scheduled
overtime.  As of June 10, the operations personnel have
been working this new shift.  Preliminary evaluation of
this work schedule indicates that the system shot rate
is very near that of the standard two-shift operation
and that system maintenance has improved.  

A final design review was presented by Los Alamos
National Laboratory for phase 2 of the Full Aperture
Backscatter Station (FABS II).  This diagnostic incorpo-
rates a reflecting telescope to produce a high-resolution
image of the target plane.  Subsequent to the review,
LANL determined that the primary turning mirror
produced a second surface reflection that resulted in
unacceptable interference with the signal from the first

surface.  An alternate mirror will be coated with a
wide-band, high-reflective coating on the first sur-
face to eliminate this issue.  The installation schedule
for FABS II will be reevaluated after the coating of
this mirror.

The Gated X-Ray Imager #5 (GXI 5), modified last
quarter to use a charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera
readout, is still undergoing development.   During ini-
tial activation, several problems were noted and repaired.
We are continuing to use this camera as opportunities
arise to complete testing and work out any additional
issues.  The use of a CCD camera allows immediate
viewing of data following a system shot.

In ongoing support of the Petawatt Project, we com-
pleted the following:
• Installation and activation of the compressor 

vacuum system. 
• Installation and alignment of a subaperture beam-

diagnostic station to support the May shot series.  
• Demonstration of subaperture pulse compression in

a vacuum by achieving 1.25 PW during the May shots.
• Continued system installation and activation in prepa-

ration for the full-aperture Petawatt demonstration.
We are developing a plan to install a minichamber

between the Petawatt compressor and the ten-beam
target chamber.  This minichamber will be used during
the initial Petawatt demonstration to measure system
performance and beam spot at focus.  The detailed
engineering continues for the parabolic mirror mount,
target alignment viewer, and miscellaneous diagnostic
hardware required to support target experiments with
the Petawatt system.  

We are removing the one-beam chamber located in
the west end of the two-beam area to provide a lab
area for the testing of the NIF final optics assembly.
Other assembly processes and hardware stored in this
area are also being relocated.  

NOVA/BEAMLET/NIF UPDATES
APRIL–JUNE 1996

G. Hermes/R. Speck/A. Clobes
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Beamlet
Beamlet continues to provide the testbed to validate

the laser physics foundations of the National Ignition
Facility (NIF) and to check laser engineering concepts
and components proposed for the NIF. During the
quarter, activities on Beamlet included the following: 
• We quantified the limits on power output of the NIF

1.06-µm laser design that are safe from beam fila-
mentation in the system’s 1ω optics.

• We obtained far-field images in the new dark-field-
imaging diagnostic that quantified the fraction of
the 1ωpower scattered at small angle as a function
of laser output power.

• We installed reworked 37-cm aperture frequency-
conversion crystals.

• We upgraded the 3ω focal-plane diagnostic system.
• We began a series of shots to characterize the 3ω

focal spot and assess the damage threat to the final
optics components.

• We activated an improved control system for the
deformable mirror that will allow correction for
gas turbulence. 
The shots to study beam filamentation propagated

200-ps-duration pulses through the unpumped booster
amplifier to simulate the conditions at the end of long,
high-energy, saturating pulses. The short pulses pro-
vided a “snapshot” of the most stressful part of the
saturating pulse and greatly reduced the irradiance
averaging that takes place when a near-field image of
the entire pulse is taken. The most important diagnostic
in this series was a high-magnification near-field cam-
era recorded by a 1024 × 1024-pixel CCD camera. The
results confirmed that the NIF can operate safe from
filamentation with delta-B values of up to 1.8 and can
have adequate margin for beam-to-beam and shot-to-
shot fluctuations in output. Smaller pinholes (130 µrad
in the cavity spatial filter and 100 µrad in the transport
filter) provide added margin over the standard 200-µrad
pinholes and are preferable.

Dark-field image data of the 1ω output were also
gathered from 200-ps pulses and an unpumped booster
amplifier. Much of the data came from the same shots
as the 1ω near-field modulation data. The diagnostic
system measured the fraction of the power scattered
outside far-field beam blocks of ±33, ±66, and ±100 µrad.
The data provides a measurement of (1) power scattered
from imperfections and finishing errors on the optics
at low laser output power and (2) the growth in this
scattered power with increasing laser power. This
information is useful in determining noise source val-
ues for use in laser propagation modeling.

Beginning in mid-May, we installed refinished 37-cm-
aperture frequency-conversion crystals on Beamlet
following their characterization on the high-resolution
phase matching interferometer. At this time we also
aligned and calibrated the Phase II diagnostics for the

3ω focal-plane diagnostics system. New diagnostics
include a very-high-resolution near-field camera that
records on photographic film, a medium-resolution
near-field camera that records on a CCD array, a
wide-field-of-view calorimeter, a 3ω streak camera, a
multiple-plane 3ω far-field camera, and a number of
new and upgraded energy sensors. 

Experiments to investigate 3ω beam quality and
focusability began in early June following the calibra-
tion of the new diagnostics and the angle tuning of the
conversion crystals. We fired a total of 19 shots in this
campaign; 14 to measure the 3ω beam quality and focal
spot and 5 to characterize the focal spot obtained with a
kinoform phase plate (KPP). Ten of the 14 shots without
the KPP were with 200-ps-duration pulses and with the
booster amplifiers unpumped to achieve delta-Bs of up
to 1.8 rad at power levels up to 2 TW. We investigated
both small pinholes (130-µrad cavity/100-µrad booster)
and large pinholes (200-µrad/200-µrad). The focal spot
data at 2.8 TW power with and without a KPP yielded
80% power half angles of 33 µrad and 20 µrad respec-
tively and 95% power half angles of 53 µrad and 32 µrad.
Preliminary analysis indicates that the spot size is
strongly influenced by thermal effects in the ampli-
fiers, as well as by output power.

At the end of June, we completed the activation of
the T0-1 second wavefront correction system. This sys-
tem allows the deformable mirror to run in closed loop
up to one second before shot time and thus provides
the capability for wavefront correction up to the last
second before shot time. On a limited number of shots
during its activation, the system corrected wavefront
error caused by turbulence on shots taken early in the
day but was increasingly unable to make the correction
as the heat accumulation in the amplifiers and the cor-
responding turbulence increased after repeated shots,
indicating that turbulence cell sizes become smaller
than the deformable mirror could correct due to its
finite actuator separation. 

National Ignition Facility
We made significant progress in Title I design this

quarter; based on current accomplishments, the
Project is expected to meet all FY 1996 critical-path
milestones and complete the design as planned in
September (Laser and Target Area Building conven-
tional facility) and October (special equipment and
Optical Assembly Building). The Mid-Title I Design
Review, completed at the end of May, served as an
interim checkpoint in the design process. The status
of the mid-Title I design was presented to a review
committee consisting of individuals from all the 
participating Laboratories as well as outside reviewers.
The recommendations and comments were docu-
mented and assembled into a package and distributed
to Project personnel for use in updating the design.
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While the three-month total estimated cost (TEC) fund-
ing delay slowed NIF staffing and delayed the start of
design, a catch-up plan was developed and implemented
and is working well. This catch-up is based on a well
integrated NIF/ICF team, augmented by effective use of
Master Task Agreements (MTAs) with commercial com-
panies, coupled with rapid narrowing of design options. 

Engineering documentation and infrastructure are
developed to the degree necessary for the current design
effort. The Computer Aided Design and Drafting
(CADD) systems are fully operational, the Product Data
Management (Sherpa) hardware and software are imple-
mented, and the required subsystem design requirements
and interface control documents are in place.

In addition and in parallel with the intensive design
effort, Title I cost and schedule estimates are being
developed in all areas. The system and database are
operational, with inputs generated by the responsible
engineers and the system and rates controlled by the
NIF Project Office. Initial inputs are essentially com-
plete, and verification is under way.

Specific progress in the various areas is outlined below.
• The contract for construction management services

was awarded to Sverdrup, and personnel were on-
board for the Mid-Title I Design Review. Fast tracking
is being considered to meet the construction schedule
milestones, and special construction methods are
being evaluated.

• The NIF general arrangement drawings for the NIF
Laser and Target Area Building (LTAB) have been
completed and are under configuration control.
Design iterations continue for cost containment and
reduction to assure that the design results in the
minimum platform to achieve the requirements.

• An embedded laser-amplifier structure that offers
important installation and operational advantages
over the original conceptual design was devel-
oped and is the basis of the Title I design. This
approach also simplifies utility interfaces above
the amplifiers, which are now an integral part of
the structure.

• Following an extensive technical and cost tradeoff
evaluation, we selected flexible transmission lines
for power conditioning over rigid lines and estab-
lished a routing layout. Flexible lines result in easier
installation and improved accessibility.

• We optimized the preamplifier module/preamplifier
beam transport system layout to permit the output
sensor packages to be located underneath the trans-
port spatial filter for reduced cost and improved
stability and operational accessibility. We completed
the preamplifier module maintenance area layout
and utility requirements.

• We have successfully resolved numerous conflicting
requirements in the beam transport system and have
established an end-to-end comprehensive design solu-
tion (see Fig. 1).  Space allocations have been frozen
for all laser bay and switchyard subsystems. Baseline
switchyard and laser bay structures, which meet all
stability, access and safety requirements, have been
established and integrated with the other systems.

• We selected a hybrid concrete-steel construction
early in the quarter for use on all the laser bay sup-
port structures. Detailed analysis confirmed the
performance advantage of the hybrid structure
over all-steel or all-concrete structures. The laser
support structures have been integrated with all
other subsystems.

Target bay

Optical 
switchyard

Laser bay

FIGURE 1. A comprehensive
“end-to-end” integrated design
has been developed.
(40-00-0796-1771pb01)
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• In collaboration with the ICF Core Science and
Technology Program, a NIF prototype automatic-
alignment loop, based on analysis of the beam profile
and commercial Datacube processing system, was
activated and is undergoing tests. CORBA and Ada95
software, which are planned for NIF use, are cur-
rently being tested in the front-end processors.

• We established the optical component layout for the
main laser system. Title I optics sizes and thickness
have been established, component spacing issues
resolved, and configuration drawings generated for
the laser optical train. We have completed individ-
ual system elements of the clear-aperture budget
analysis, and integration and consistency checks are
in progress.

• We resolved complicated design issues in the transport
spatial filter, including optics locations, and paths
for injection, alignment, diagnostics, wavefront con-
trol, and main beams. The optical stability has been
improved by use of top-loading towers separate
from the vacuum chamber.

• Major revisions to the target area design were car-
ried out to incorporate the color separation filter in
the final optics assembly. The beam transport codes
were revised, the building configuration modified,
new analytic models of the building developed, and
the mirror supports redesigned and presented at the
Mid-Title I Design Review.

• The finite-element integrated target-building/
switchyard-structures model was refined to reflect
the most recent design details (see Fig. 2). We con-
tinue to analyze structural/damping supports
between the chamber/pedestal and target build-
ing floors.  We delivered structural drawings of
the target room floors, ribs, columns, and associated

equipment loads to the LTAB Architecture/
Engineering firm, Parsons, for their civil and
structural analysis. Layouts of the target room
floors and special equipment lasers were also
delivered so that Parsons could model the area for
the thermal analysis.

• Material flow studies have been effective in resolv-
ing LTAB corridor, doorway, and elevator size
requirements. Development continued on require-
ments for optics transport and handling, and
requirements for top-loading line replacable units
were evaluated. 

• The Final Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement is complete except for DOE comment res-
olution. The Preliminary Safety Analysis Report was
completed as scheduled and submitted to DOE for
concurrence review.
Twelve students from colleges and universities

throughout the country, representing a number of
technical disciplines, are employed by the NIF
Project for the summer supporting the above activities.

Planning for the Title I Design Review is well
under way. The Title I Design Review Plan was com-
pleted and released to Project personnel for their use
in detailed planning of the remaining Title I work.
The plan includes the overall objectives, organiza-
tion, and schedules, as well as the agenda for the
review meetings and contents of the Design Basis
Books.  The overall chairman of the review commit-
tee was selected and considerable progress made in
identifying review committee members that will
include DOE and external reviewers.

During the coming quarter, Title I documentation
packages including design, cost, and schedule will be
prepared, and the Title I Design Reviews will begin.

FIGURE 2. Engineering drawings are rapidly emerging from a comprehensive 3-D solid CADD model. (40-00-0796-1633pb01)

 3-D CADD model NIF drawing no. NM96-1.8.1-0000044-A
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